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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1 Haptic tele-manipulation systems
The performance of complex tasks often requires human intelligence, yet this becomes difficult
when such tasks are located in environments where humans cannot be present. Examples of
these situations are cleaning up after the Fukushima (nuclear power plant) disaster in 2011,
performing repairs during the BP oil leak (deep sea) in 2010, and performing maintenance in
nuclear fusion reactors (Mills et al. 1999) and in space (Ambrose et al. 2000). Currently, automated robotic systems are not yet able to perform complex tasks in unknown, unpredictable
environments. In these situations, tele-manipulation systems provide the solution (Yoshida et
al. 2014). A human operator controls a slave manipulator (e.g. a robot) in the remote environment by using a master device (e.g. a joystick), see Figure 1.1. The inputs at the master device

By measuring the interaction forces between the slave and environment, we are able to
provide this haptic (force) information back to the human operator. Tele-manipulation systems
that provide both position and force feedback through the master device are called haptic
tele-manipulation systems, see Figure 1.1. Currently, we do not know how accurately humans
perceive and interpret the force feedback. To improve the human-machine interaction, it is
important to understand how the human operator interacts with haptic feedback.

1.2 Haptic feedback
1.2.1 Natural feedback

control the position or velocity of the slave manipulator. Additionally, sensors located on the

Haptic feedback provides additional information about interactions with the remote environment

slave manipulator provide the human operator with information about the position and velocity

and is especially important when it is difficult to see what you are doing (Wildenbeest et al.

of the slave manipulator and the environment.

2013). When bolting a screw in the remote environment, for example, the human operator
receives the forces applied to the screw and feels when it is fastened correctly. Forces that
are measured in the environment and fed back to the human operator are called “natural
feedback”. The accuracy of the force feedback displayed to the operator, which can be
reduced due to the dynamics of the haptic tele-manipulation system, is called “transparency”
(Lawrence 1993; Yokokohji and Yoshikawa 1994). A previous study showed that the operator
is able to understand the dynamics of the controlled system, even with a small amount of
natural feedback. This feedback already improved task performance and control effort,
especially for tasks in tele-manipulation where the slave manipulator is in contact with the
environment (Wildenbeest et al. 2013).

1.2.2 Shared control
With the ability to provide the operator with force information, it is also possible to use the
measured signals about the remote environment to design virtual forces that assist the
human operator. Previous research divides the assistive forces into two paradigms: 1) the
virtual forces can be used to keep the operator away from areas or prevent control actions,
called virtual fixtures (Rosenberg 1993), and 2) the virtual forces can assist the operator with

Figure 1.1 (Haptic) Tele-manipulation system. The human operator interacts with the master
device which, through a controller, controls the slave robot in the task (remote) environment.
The human operator receives visual and audio feedback through monitors and speakers. In a
haptic tele-manipulation setup, the operator will additionally receive haptic (force) feedback
from the remote environment (natural feedback) or from a haptic shared controller, i.e. an
intelligent system that assists the operator during the task (virtual forces). In the figure,
the arrows indicate the information flow. Figure originally from Boessenkool et al. 2012
(Boessenkool et al. 2012)
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navigating through the environment, called guidance forces (Bettini et al. 2004; Marayong,
Bettini, and Okamura 2002; Passenberg et al. 2011; Rosenberg 1993). The information that
is measured at the remote environment by the slave manipulator, such as positions, velocities
and forces, are fed back to a controller. This controller calculates a path or area that the
operator should go towards or avoid, then feeds the designed “control” forces back to the
operator through the master device, see Figure 1.1. Combining the human operator and an
intelligent controller is called shared control and combines human reasoning with the reaction
speed and ability of an automated system (Abbink, Mulder, and Boer 2012; van Oosterhout et
al. 2015; Petermeijer, Abbink, and de Winter 2014).

7

With haptic shared control, we are able to improve the performance of the human operator
and increase situational awareness (Draper et al. 1987; Hannaford et al. 1991; Massimino and
Sheridan 1989). In automotive applications, shared control has already been successfully im-

1.3 H-haptics program:
Haptic fidelity in a visual world project

plemented. A haptic gas pedal has been developed to warn drivers when they are getting too

The H-Haptics (human centered haptics) program is a large multi-disciplinary research

close to the car in front of them (Abbink et al. 2011). Sensors measure the distance between

program and a cooperation of four universities (VU University Amsterdam, University of

the cars and the gas pedal applies force feedback to the driver by pushing the gas pedal up-

Twente, Eindhoven University and Delft University of Technology) and 17 industrial companies

wards. The force of the gas pedal increases when the distance between the cars decreases,

which collaborate in seven research projects. The aim of the program is to develop Human

allowing the driver to feel the level of danger through the force. Additionally, the haptic gas

centered Haptic devices and feedback that assist humans in performing a wide variety of

pedal reacts to the situation by pushing the gas pedal upwards and closing the throttle, the-

practical tasks (for more information, see www.h-haptics.nl). The “Haptic fidelity in a visual

reby helping the driver react. In tele-manipulation, it has been shown that free air movements

world” project focusses on the human aspect of human-machine interaction. The industrial

benefitted most from shared control compared to in-contact tasks, as shown by a decrease

companies involved in this project are MOOG1 and Motekforce link2. The aim of the project is

in task completion time (Boessenkool et al. 2012). By providing helping forces to assist the

to determine the accuracy and limitations of the human operator in visio-haptic tasks and to

operator, rather than control the master device autonomously, the human operator stays in

develop guidelines to improve haptic system and feedback design. By analyzing the accuracy

charge and is able to overrule the forces applied by the shared controller.

of the human position and force sensors, in addition to the conditions affecting this accuracy,
we developed guidelines that can assist haptic system design.

While natural feedback closely represents what you should feel when performing the task
without the tele-manipulation system, the shared control forces are artificially designed. The
path that the human operator wants to take to the target location can differ from the path that

1.4 Human sensory-motor control

the intelligent controller calculated, i.e. the human operator and intelligent controller optimize

Before we can start looking at the human force sense, we first need to understand how humans

their “optimal” path differently. Shared control forces are based on the error between what the

control their body. The central nervous system (CNS), i.e. the combination of the brain and

human operator does and what the intelligent controller wants the human to do. The position

the spinal cord, combines sensory feedback (sensory information from the environment) and

error between the paths can be transformed to a force via a spring, resulting in larger forces

feed-forward control (planned movements) to determine control actions (Kawato, Furukawa,

for larger deviations (Boessenkool et al. 2011; Mulder, Abbink, and Boer 2012). Due to the

and Suzuki 1987; Körding and Wolpert 2004, 2006). New information (called a likelihood) is

mismatch in the paths, the human operator may not always understand the forces and will

combined with information from the past (called a prior) (Körding 2007). For example, when

treat them as random perturbations to counteract.

playing tennis and a ball is approaching the net, see Figure 1.2A, the visual system provides us
with a likelihood of where the ball will land. If we have played the opponent before, perhaps we

Currently, perfect human force perception is assumed when designing haptic systems and

have prior information obtained from the previous matches, i.e. we know where the opponent

feedback. However, for both natural feedback forces and virtual feedback forces, we do not

usually places the ball. When combining the current likelihood with the prior information, we

know how the human operator perceives the forces. Literature provides information about the

obtain a more accurate estimate of where the ball will land (Körding 2007). This combination

effect of haptic feedback on task performance (Boessenkool et al. 2011; Mulder et al. 2012;

of different sources of information to obtain a more accurate estimate is based on Bayesian

Nisky et al. 2011; Wildenbeest et al. 2012), but provides only limited insights into human

statistics.

force perception (Jones and Hunter 1982; Shergill et al. 2003; Walsh, Taylor, and Gandevia
2011). In order to improve haptic systems and human-machine interaction, it is necessary to
understand the accuracy and limitations of the human force sense.

1
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A

When interacting with haptic tele-manipulation systems, the CNS receives position and velocity

B

information through vision and proprioception, and force information through proprioception
and touch. Vision provides position and velocity information about the human arm and the
environment with which the human operator interacts. Proprioception, also called the sense
of self, provides information about the relative position and velocity of the arm segments with
Inaccurate and imprecise

accurate and imprecise

respect to each other. It also provides information about the forces acting on and within the
arm through sensors located in the muscles and joints. Proprioception, for example, makes it
possible to touch your fingers behind your back without seeing them. The main proprioceptive
sensors are the muscle spindles and the Golgi tendon organs (GTOs) (Proske and Gandevia
2012). The muscle spindles are located in the muscle fibers and detect muscle length and
elongation velocity; the GTOs are located in the muscle tendons and detect forces in the
muscle (Proske and Gandevia 2012). Tactile sensors are located in the skin and detect skin

Inaccurate and precise

accurate and precise

Figure 1.2 A: Bayesian decision theory explained using a tennis example. When estimating
where the approaching ball will land, people need to combine information that they already
know (prior, green) with what they see (likelihood, red) to make an optimal decision (blue) of
where the ball will land. Figure originally from Kording and Wolpert 2007. B: The accuracy
and precision described using a target. The goal is to hit the center of the target. The
accuracy describes the distance between the target (center) and the average of the attempts.
Precision describes the consistency of the attempts, i.e. how close the attempts are to one
another. Figure adopted from “Reliability and validity” by © Nevit Dilmen3.

deformations due to external forces.

1.5 Human position sense
The accuracy of the position sensors (vision and proprioception) are analyzed by performing
reaching tasks and point-to-point movement tasks (e.g. van Beers, Wolpert, and Haggard
2002; Bock and Thomas 2011; Soechting and Flanders 1989). It was shown that vision is
more accurate the azimuth (left/right) direction, where proprioception is more accurate in the
depth (forward/backward) direction (van Beers et al. 2002). By changing conditions, such as
movement direction and distance (e.g. Gordon, Ghilardi, and Ghez 1994; Gordon, Ghilardi,
Cooper, et al. 1994) or visual distortions (e.g. van Beers et al. 2002; Block and Bastian 2011;
Salomonczyk, Cressman, and Henriques 2011), the accuracy of the position sense has been

The CNS receives sensory information through multiple sensory modalities, which are noisy

well researched. It is shown that the precision of position sense (combination of vision and

and have limited accuracy (Franklin and Wolpert 2011; Körding and Wolpert 2004, 2006).

proprioception) is largest in the direction of movement and increases with movement distance

The sensory modalities each estimate the unknown property with a certain accuracy, i.e. the

(Gordon, Ghilardi, and Ghez 1994).

difference between the true value and the estimated value, and a certain precision, i.e. the
uncertainty of the sensors around the estimated value, see Figure 1.2B. Bayesian statistics

Because humans receive both force and position information from the environment, it

proposes that the CNS weights the sensory information to the uncertainty of the sensors, i.e.

is necessary to understand how these sensory modalities affect each other. Because

the CNS trusts information from accurate sensors more than less accurate sensors (Körding

proprioception provides information about both position and force, the interaction between

2007). Previous research provides models to explain how the CNS combines this redundant

the force sense and position sense can be analyzed by applying forces on the arm during

sensory information based on Bayesian statistics. Static models such as maximum likelihood

movements. Previous studies analyzed the effect of forces on the position sense by applying

estimators (MLE), which are time invariant, are used to gain insight into the CNS (Mugge et

forces that were independent of movement, constant (Suprak, Osternig, and Karduna 2007),

al. 2009). Dynamic models, such as Kalman filters, are time variant and are used to predict

position/velocity-dependent (e.g., velocity-dependent force fields in Burdet et al. 2001;

human behavior over time (Wolpert, Ghahramani, and Jordan 1995). For such models, it is

Franklin et al. 2008), or assistive/resistive (Kuling, Brenner, and Smeets 2013). These studies

important to know which sensory modalities provide the CNS with sensory information when

showed that forces that hold no position information do not affect the accuracy of the position

performing a task and the uncertainty of these sensory modalities.

sense, unlike assistive and resistive forces (Kuling et al. 2013). In these studies, the changes
in accuracy of the combined position and force information is determined. To be able to
understand how humans use force information, it is important to analyze the accuracy of
(static) human force perception.

3
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1.6 Human force sense

force is actively generated against an object, a forward model predicts the sensory feedback

Research in human force perception can be categorized into two disciplines: 1) discrimination

from that action using the efference copy (a copy of the motor command to the muscles) (Bays

thresholds or just noticeable differences (JND), i.e. the smallest force difference we can

and Wolpert 2007; Shergill et al. 2003). The CNS attenuates (subtracts) this predicted sensory

perceive, and 2) accuracy and precision of force perception, i.e. the difference and variance

feedback caused by the self-generated forces, which is called reafference feedback, from the

in perception with respect to the target force. Discrimination thresholds provide the resolution

total sensory percept obtained by the real action. Because of this attenuation the subject will

of the force sensors and are commonly expressed as Weber fractions, i.e. the smallest force

perceive the force as lower and will apply more force to obtain the same sensation as before,

difference normalized to the force magnitude (Gurari, Kuchenbecker, and Okamura 2009;

causing the (constant) matching error.

Jones 1989; Wu, Klatzky, and Hollis 2011). The discrimination thresholds of the force sensors
are well researched; however, the accuracy and precision with which the forces are perceived

This theory of Shergill et al. is questioned by Walsh et al., who showed that the matching error

have received relatively less attention. For the models explaining the CNS, we need to

diminished when subjects matched higher externally applied forces (above 50% MVC) and

understand the accuracy and precision of the human force sense. However, it is difficult to

when the externally applied forces were matched using their contralateral hand (Walsh et al.

measure within the muscle while humans are actively performing tasks.

2011). They proposed that the matching error consists of a constant component (i.e. offset)
and a force level dependent component (i.e. gradient). They speculate that the gradient is

A common way to look into the human force sense is by performing force matching tasks, in

caused by the increased sensitivity of the CNS to self-generated force relative to the externally

which subjects have to match a previously experienced force. The error between the target

applied force in the target phase (Walsh et al. 2011). These previous studies provide theories

and the matching force, called the matching error, provides a measure of the accuracy of

where the matching error is caused by the CNS using reafference feedback between the

the human force sense. The force matching errors comprise random errors (variance) and

target and reproduction trial, but are still inconclusive on how the reafference feedback is used

systematic errors (bias). When matching a certain target force for a number of times, the

and thus where the matching errors originate.

systematic error is the difference between the target force and the mean matching force of all
repetitions (accuracy, see Figure 1.2B). The random error is the deviation (variance) around
the mean matching force and is most likely caused by the uncertainty of the sensors, i.e.

1.7 Problem description

sensor noise (precision, see Figure 1.2B). Previous research into the accuracy of human force

In all studies so far, there was a difference between how the target and matching forces

perception is still inconclusive about the causes and origin of the systematic errors (Saha et

were generated and thus a difference in reafference feedback. Whether reafference feedback

al. 2014).

plays a major role in the matching errors as proposed (Shergill et al. 2003; Walsh et al. 2011)
can be tested by performing reproduction experiments in which subjects generate both

The following paragraphs give an overview of the most important research done into the

target trials and matching trials actively in the same way using the same hand. Because

accuracy of human force perception and the current theories about the origin of the errors

subjects reproduce a previously produced force, the matching trials are now referred to as

made during force matching tasks. In a previous study, subjects performed a biceps

reproduction trials. The reafference feedback would have the same effect on both the target

contraction matching task. They were instructed to apply a force by contracting their right

and reproduction trial, thus predicting that the force reproduction (“matching”) error should

biceps and match the force using their left biceps, at different levels of their maximum voluntary

diminish. So far, there is limited knowledge about the accuracy and precision of human force

contraction (MVC) (Jones and Hunter 1982). In this study, the subjects generated forces that

perception and how it changes over conditions. Because the random errors (precision) will

were too high when matching low force levels (up to 40% MVC) and accurately matched the

change per person, we will focus on the systematic errors (accuracy) in force perception in

forces around 50% MVC. In a similar study, it was shown that the coefficient of variation, the

this thesis. To improve haptic system design, it is important to analyze these systematic errors

random error normalized to the force level, was comparable to the discrimination thresholds

and determine their origin.

that were found for weight discrimination (Jones 1989).
To explain the force matching error, Shergill et al.(2003, 2005) performed a force matching

1.8 Goal and aim

experiment on the finger (Shergill et al. 2003, 2005). Subjects first felt a force on a passive

The goal of this thesis is to identify key factors that influence isometric (static) force perception,

finger applied by a torque motor, then had to match this externally applied force by actively

and to develop metrics and computational models that quantify and predict this influence. To

pushing against the torque motor with the same finger. It was found that subjects generated

reach this goal, isometric force reproduction experiments were performed in which subjects

too high forces over the whole force range (up to 10N). The authors proposed that when a

were asked to actively generate the target and reproduction force using the same hand. Key

12
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factors that might affect the accuracy of human force perception were identified as: magnitude,
direction and duration of the generated and reproduced force; arm posture and grip (power
grip vs precision grip); and maximum voluntary contraction of the subject. Some of these
factors were fixed and determined by the experimental setup and protocol choices. Other
factors were varied to determine their effect on the accuracy of force perception, with the
ultimate aim to discover the source of force perception errors and how we can correct for
them. In this thesis, the following research questions will be answered:
What is the effect of force level on the position reproduction error?
What is the effect of force level on the force reproduction error? 

(Ch. 2)
(Ch. 2, 4)

What is the effect of force direction and arm posture on the force reproduction error?

What is the effect of reproducing the force in a different direction? 

(Ch. 3, 4)
(Ch. 5)

Where do the force reproduction errors originate? 

(Ch. 3, 5)

How accurately can we predict the force reproduction errors? 

(Ch. 3, 4)

1.9 Thesis outline
The journal papers are used as Chapters 2 - 5 and can therefore be read independently.
Chapter 2 determines the effect of force level on the force and position reproduction error is
in one degree of freedom.
In Chapter 3 we analyze where the systematic errors in force perception originate by analyzing
the effect of force direction and arm posture on the force reproduction error in two degrees of
freedom.
Chapter 4 extends the experiment of chapter 3 to different force levels to determine the effect
of force level on the force reproduction error in two degrees of freedom.
In Chapter 5 we answer the question: Do we learn the wrong force or do we wrongly execute
the correctly learned force? Here we designed a protocol that can answer this question and
determine where the systematic errors originate.
In Chapter 6 we discuss the systematic errors in force perception, where they originate and
how we can predict the errors using our novel joint-torque scaling model. Additionally, we
provide guidelines for haptic system design and guidelines for neuroscience and I reflect on
the methodological choices and experimental findings. Lastly I will provide recommendations
for future work.
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Chapter 2
Force reproduction error depends on force level,
whereas the position reproduction error does not.
Bram Onneweer, Winfred Mugge, Alfred C. Schouten
In Press at IEEE Transactions on Haptics, 2016

2.1 Introduction
To efficiently interact with objects, the central nervous system (CNS) receives and integrates
information from multiple sensory modalities, e.g. vision and proprioception, to provide
sensory information about positions and interacting forces. Haptic master-slave systems
allow us to provide haptic feedback about interaction forces between the environment and
a slave device to the master device (e.g. joystick) interacting with the operator. Haptic telemanipulation systems are used to move devices in remote environments where humans
cannot be present. To optimally design haptic systems and haptic feedback, it is necessary
to understand how accurately an operator perceives these forces and how additional forces
affect his movements.
Forces are detected by Golgi Tendon Organs (GTO) in the muscle and through skin
deformations by tactile sensors; vision and muscle spindles (MS) provide information about
position and motion. Sensory modalities are noisy and have limited accuracy (Körding and
Wolpert 2006). The common view is that, besides sensory information, the CNS predicts the
sensory consequences of voluntary actions (reafference) using the motor commands and
an internal model (Bays and Wolpert 2007). The CNS integrates the redundant channels to
obtain a more accurate final state estimate according to Bayesian inference (Franklin and
Wolpert 2011; Körding and Wolpert 2004, 2006), i.e. weighting the sensory channels by their
uncertainty.
The accuracy of the final state estimate comprises random errors (variances) and systematic
errors (bias). The random errors in the estimate of the state are caused by the uncertainty of the
sensors, i.e. sensor noise. Weber’s law states that the uncertainty of the sensors normalised
to intensity (e.g. force level) is constant. The final estimate could be biased (systematic error)
When reproducing a previously perceived force or position, humans make systematic errors.

when different sensors provide inconsistent sensory information due to other causes than

This study determined the effect of force level on force and position reproduction, when both

uncertainty, for example sensor saturation or a limited sensitivity range. When interacting with

target and reproduction force are self-generated with the same hand. Subjects performed

objects, the force percept depends on two components: self-generated forces due to voluntary

force reproduction tasks against a fixed handle at different force levels, and performed a

muscle contractions (reafference feedback), and force from external influences (exafference

position reproduction task against a haptic manipulator which applied constant opposing

feedback). The CNS estimates the exafference feedback by subtracting the reafference

forces. Subjects performed a series of two interchanging trials: matching an onscreen force

feedback from the sensory feedback (Bays and Wolpert 2007; Shergill et al. 2003).

or position (reference trial), and subsequently reproducing the same force or position without
visual feedback (reproduction trial). Subjects generated too high forces for low force levels

Studies into static force perception have received far less attention than human movement

(<40N) and too low forces for high force levels (>130N). No effect of force level on the

perception. One study determined the random errors in force reproduction magnitude and

position reproduction error was found. Previous studies proposed that reafference feedback,

expressed the within subject repeatability combined with the applied force in Weber fractions,

i.e. the sensory prediction from self-generated forces, causes the force reproduction error.

which were comparable with Weber fractions found in weight discrimination studies (Jones

However, if the force reproduction error is exclusively caused by the reafference feedback,

1989). Previous studies on the systematic error in force reproduction express the difference

the force reproduction error should disappear when both target and reproduction force are

between the target and reproduced force as the force reproduction error (FRE). Humans

self-generated. The results of this study show an effect of force level on the force reproduction

generated too high forces when reproducing an externally applied force (up to 10N) on a

error, indicating that reafference feedback is not the sole factor in the systematic error

passive (Shergill et al. 2003; Walsh et al. 2011), active and numbed finger (Walsh et al. 2011),

observed in force reproduction tasks.

and when matching biceps contractions (up to 40% maximum voluntary contraction) between
arms (Jones and Hunter 1982).
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While the random errors are most likely caused by the uncertainty of the sensors (Franklin

The results from the position reproduction task demonstrate that force level does not affect the

and Wolpert 2011; Körding and Wolpert 2006), the origin of the FRE is still unknown. Shergill

PRE and suggest that the accuracy of force and position sensors change independently. The

et al. (2003) proposed that when you actively apply a force against an object, the CNS

force reproduction task shows an effect of force level on the FRE, indicating that reafference

attenuates the sensory feedback from these voluntary forces (reafference feedback) from

feedback is not the sole factor in force reproduction tasks. We suggest that force sensors are

the total sensory percept; therefore, the applied force will feel lower, which causes you to

most accurate within a specific force range and multisensory integration gives an FRE as a

apply more force that results in the FRE. However, the FRE diminished when subjects had

result of the biased inaccurate force estimates of sensors outside their force range.

to match higher externally applied forces (35% MVC and up) on an active finger, when the
target forces were self- generated using the contralateral hand (Walsh et al. 2011), and when
biceps contraction levels of 50% MVC and higher were matched between arms (Jones and

2.2 Materials and Methods

Hunter 1982). Walsh et al. (Walsh et al. 2011) proposed that the FRE depends on a constant

In this study we performed two experiments. The first experiment (Experiment 1) determined

(i.e. offset) and a force-level dependent component (i.e. gradient). The force-level dependent

the effect of force level on the force and position percept by performing a force and position

component might be caused by the CNS’s increased sensitivity to self-generated forces

reproduction protocol. The results from the force reproduction protocol led to a second

compared to the externally applied force in the target phase (Walsh et al. 2011).

experiment (Experiment 2) to investigate whether the found effect was caused by a central
tendency bias, i.e. biasing the low force levels up and the high force levels down.

These previous studies propose theories that assume that the FRE is caused by the CNS using
the reafference feedback between target and reproduction trial (Shergill et al. 2003; Walsh et
al. 2011). In all studies so far, there was a difference in how the target and reproduction forces

2.2.1 Subjects

were generated and thus a difference in reafference feedback. In tele-manipulation systems,

Ten healthy right-handed men, age 27.1 (SD 1.37) years, participated in Experiment 1,

operators typically perform and train on the same limb in the same way. Therefore, it is

and six healthy right- handed men, age 22.7 (SD 2.7) years, in Experiment 2. None of the

important to understand whether operators make FREs while actively controlling the devices.

subjects had a history of neural or muscular defects. Subjects were informed by a verbal and
written instruction about the experimental protocol and gave written informed consent prior

The goal of this study was to determine how the accuracy of the force and position percept is

to participation. This study was approved by the institutional ethics review board of the Delft

affected by force level when subjects self-generated both target and reproduction trial using

University of Technology.

the same hand. If only reafference feedback causes the FRE, the FRE should disappear
when both target and reproduction force are self-generated using the same hand. We expect
that force level affects the random error due to the varying uncertainty of the force sensors

2.2.2 Experimental setups

over force level. We hypothesize that there will be no systematic FRE, but the random

Subjects were seated on a rigid chair with a back rest which was fixed to the floor. A display

errors will be force level dependent. Secondly, to investigate if force level affects the position

in front of the subjects provided visual feedback on the task, see Fig. 2.1. Subjects held a

percept, subjects performed a position reproduction task against static forces. A previous

handle, which was located in front of their right shoulder, with their right hand. The subject

study investigated the role of force cues in the haptic perception of length. It was found that

performed two protocols: a force reproduction protocol and a position reproduction protocol.

subjects underestimated the length in the presence of opposing elastic or viscous forces,

In the force reproduction protocol, the handle was attached to a fixed force sensor (ATI mini

whereas they overestimated the length when velocity dependent assistive forces acted in the

45, Calibration SI-145-5, sensitivity of 1/16N in the used force direction). In the position

direction of movement (Wydoodt, Gentaz, and Streri 2006). Other studies, however, found

reproduction protocol, the handle was attached to a one degree of freedom haptic (hydraulic)

no effects of forces (up to 2.5N) on the position percept (Chib et al. 2009; Kuling et al. 2013).

manipulator (Mugge et al. 2009; Ruitenbeek and Janssen 1984). The subject can move the

Proprioception constitutes both position and force sense. If there is a coupling between force

handle in the forward/backward direction while the manipulator applies a constant force in

and position sense, additional forces will affect the position percept, as previously suggested

the direction opposite the desired (forward) movement. To prevent subjects from using visual

(Kistemaker et al. 2013). In this study we investigate the effect of higher force levels on the

feedback of their arm, vision of their arm was obstructed (see Figure. 2.1).

position reproduction error (PRE). We hypothesize that a coupling between the force and
position sense exists and the PRE is force level dependent.
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Subjects were instructed to subsequently perform two trials by pushing against the handle:

Visual feedback consisted of target indicators and an indicator bar displaying the actual
force or position normalized to the target force or position, i.e. the target indicator always

Target trial:

represents 100% and the indicator bar shows the applied force or position as a percentage

subjects had to match an onscreen presented force or position, depending on the protocol

of the target force or position. Subjects were instructed to press a footswitch, which triggered
a 0.3s measurement (DSPACE DS1005 at a sample frequency of 500Hz), when the bar was

Reproduction trial:

aligned with the target indicators (target trial) or when the subject thought they accurately

subjects had to reproduce the target force or position without visual feedback

reproduced the target force or position (reproduction trial). The next trial automatically started
when the handle force was below 1N (for force reproduction) or when the handle was back
to the starting position (for position reproduction). The subjects were instructed to not release
the handle between a target and reproduction trial. Between a reproduction trial and the next
target trial, there was a rest period of at least 10 seconds. Half way through the protocol, there
was a break of 5 minutes to prevent fatigue.

Target force/position

2.2.3 Experiment 1: Reproduction experiment

Blocking screen (Exp. 1B)

Before and after the experiment, subjects performed a maximum voluntary contraction (MVC)
task in order to detect fatigue, as previously done (Allen, Leung, and Proske 2010; Walsh et
al. 2004). This enabled the presentation of the measured forces as %MVC in the analysis.

Exp. 1A & Exp. 2
Force sensor

Subjects were instructed to gradually build up to their maximum force in about five seconds
during three trials. Verbal motivation from the experimenter, as well as visual feedback about
the applied force and maximum force of the previous trials, were provided to motivate the
subject. Moving average filtering (time window of 100ms) was applied and the maximum force
of the three trials was used as the MVC.

Exp. 1B

Haptic manipulator

The reproduction experiment consisted of a force reproduction protocol and a position
reproduction protocol, which were successively performed with a short break in between. To

Foot switch

(press to start measurement)

exclude influence of protocol order, five subjects started with the force reproduction protocol
and five started with the position reproduction protocol. To familiarize the subjects with the
task, a training session was performed before each protocol. The training session consisted
of five target trials and eight alternating target and reproduction trials. The force reproduction
training session was performed at a force level of 20N and the position reproduction training
session was performed at a target distance of 10cm with a constant force of 20N.

Figure 2.1 Experimental setups. Subjects were seated in front of a monitor and held a handle with
their right hand. In the force reproduction experiments (Experiment 1A and Experiment
2), the handle was attached to a fixed force sensor. In the position reproduction experiment
(Experiment 1B), the handle was attached to a 1DOF haptic manipulator, which applied
a constant opposing force. A blocking screen was used to prevent the subjects from seeing
their own hand. Figure is adapted from Mugge et al. (Mugge et al. 2009).
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2.2.3.1 Experiment 1A: Force reproduction protocol
During the protocol, alternating target and reproduction trials for six force levels (10N, 40N, 70N,
100N, 130N, 160N) were randomly presented eight times each. The trials were randomized
per subject, resulting in different sequences of 96 trials (6 force levels x 8 repetitions x 2 trial
types).
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2.2.3.2 Experiment 1B: Position reproduction protocol

2.2.5.2 Memory model

During the protocol, two target distances (10cm, 20cm) were used to prevent subjects from

To determine the contribution of previous trials on the current reproduction trial, a memory

refining a stereotyped movement strategy for a single target. To limit time and prevent fatigue,

model was fitted on the data per subject. The force levels were randomly presented and

only five force levels were used (10N, 40N, 70N, 100N, 130N). The two target positions and

previous experienced force level(s) may influence the current reproduction trial. Only previous

five force levels were presented randomly eight times each. The trials were randomized

target trials are considered, as subjects did not receive error feedback and the perceived force

per subject, resulting in difference sequences of 160 trials (5 force levels x 2 positions x 8

during the reproduction trial was perceptually equal to the perceived force during the target

repetitions x 2 trials types).

trials. By fitting a linear regressive model on the data (Scheidt, Dingwell, and Mussa-ivaldi
2001),
we can determine the contribution of the previous produced force
during the target
p −1
p −1

2.2.4 Experiment 2: Central tendency bias experiment
When forces from a range are presented randomly and subjects get familiar with the range,

)
F rep (k ) =trials
∑ aequation
∑ a(i Ftar (k − i)) on the current force reproduction estimate ( F rep (k )),=see
i Ftar ( k − i 2.1.
i =0

i =0

p −1

F rep (k ) = ∑ ai Ftar (k − i )



(2.1)

i =0

they may bias their estimates to the range’s mean, the so-called central tendency bias

p the amount of previous target trials

(Poulton 1982). To check whether the found FREs in this study were due to force level as

Where a
AAAAii
i  a p −1 are the regression coefficients, with

expected or due a central tendency bias, the force reproduction protocol was repeated with

included in the model. We fitted the model for each subject on the first half of the dataset, thenn

new subjects. Three subjects performed the lower half of the force range and the other three
subjects the upper half of the force range (group I (n=3): 10N, 40N, 70N; group II (n=3): 100N,
130N, 160N).

with

2.2.5.1 Reproduction errors

(

)

) = ∑ ai F2.2).
calculated between the
predicted
( F rep)(rand
data ( F rep)(k(equation
MSE
=
) − Fmeasured
tar ( k − i )
rep ( r )

1 n
MSE = ∑ ( Frep (r ) − Frep (r ) )
n r =1



2.2.5 Data analysis

n

2

FRE and PRE are obtained by subtracting the produced force/position in the target trial from
the subsequent reproduced force/position. Previous studies describe the force level using
linear regression (Shergill et al. 2003; Walsh et al. 2011), assuming a proportional force level
effect. To determine whether a linear regression is sufficient to describe the force level effect
on the force reproductions in Experiment 1A, we performed linear regression on the force
reproductions for each subject for the full force range (10-160N) and for five force intervals
(10-40N, 40-70N, 70-100N, 100-130N, 130-160N). Linear regression approximates the slope
and y-intercept on the force interval, which we compared to determine whether they are
different. The within subject repeatability for each force level is shown as the coefficient of
variation (Cv ) , obtained by dividing the standard deviation by the mean of the eight repetitions
SD( Frep )

mean( Frep )

.

To analyse if there is an effect of central tendency bias on the force reproductions, we
compared the results from Experiment 1A with the results from Experiment 2. If the results
from both experiments are similar, we can conclude that there is no central tendency bias. If
there is a difference and thus a central tendency bias, we use a memory model to determine
the extent of the central tendency bias on the results of Experiment 1A.

)

1 n
∑ F rep (r ) − Frep (r )
n r =1

(

)

) −the
(r )
F rep (rfor
Frepamount
the MSE =is corrected
of parameters using the minimum descriptor length
(MDL) criterion (Ljung L. 1999) (equation 2.3).


p log(n) 

MSEMDL = MSE 1 +
(2.3)

n


p log(n) 

MSE 1the
+ minimum
The minimum MSEMDL =provides
(p) needed� to describe
 number of parameters
 var( Frep − F
rep ) 
n


 ⋅100

1−
the data. To validate the models, the variance accounted for (VAF)=between
the measured
and%

var( Frep ) 


predicted data of the second half of the data set was calculated (equation 2.4).





 var( Frep − F rep ) 
 ⋅100%
VAF= 1 −

var( Frep ) 


�


var( Frep − F rep )

(2.4)

 ⋅100the
% measured data was predicted by the model.
= 1 −
The VAF describes
how accurately



var( Frep )




2.2.6 Statistics
The MVC before and after the experiment was tested by a paired t-test to determine the effect
of fatigue. The effect of force level on the FRE and PRE is tested using a repeated measures
ANOVA. To determine where subjects generated too high or too low forces, one-sample t-tests
were performed for each force level (test value = 0; α was Bonferroni corrected). To determine
whether the force reproductions can be described using linear regression, we tested the found
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(

(2.2)

the number of reproduction trials in the second half of the dataset. The MSE =will

1
∑
n r =1

2

)

i =0

decrease with nincreasing number2 of parameters. To determine the minimal parameter set,

Force and position signals were averaged over the 0.3s measurement. For each subject, the

per force level ( Frep ), i.e. CCvv =

1
∑
n r =1
n

(

1
∑ F rep (r ) − Frep (r )
n r =1

used the model to predict the second half of the dataset.
The mean squared
error (MSE )=was
2
p −1
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regression parameters using two separate repeated measures ANOVAs for the gradient and
y-intercept. The differences between the results from the force protocol in Experiment 1A and

2.3.1.2 Systematic errors

the central tendency bias experiment in Experiment 2 were compared for each force level

We analyzed whether the force reproduction results could be described linearly, as proposed

using two sample t-tests. The effect of force level on the coefficients of variance was tested

before (Shergill et al. 2003; Walsh et al. 2011), by performing linear regressions on the whole

using a repeated measures ANOVA. The effect of model order on the VAF was tested using a

force range and on the intervals. The results show that there is an effect of force level on the

repeated measures ANOVA. In all performed ANOVA analysis, the α was 0.05 and Bonferroni

found parameters (y-intercept: F=7.866, p=0.02 and gradient: F=7.911, p=0.02). The gradient

corrected. Statistical analysis was performed in IBM SPSS Statistics 20.

of the interval from 10N to 40N differed from all other intervals (40N- 70N: p=0.027; 70N-100N:
p=0.003; 100N-130N: p=0.022; 130N-160N: p=0.039; 10N-160N: p=0.002) and the y-intercept
of the interval of 10N to 40N differed only from the interval 40N to 70N (p=0.027) and from the

2.3 Results

whole force interval (p=0.003), see Table 2.1.

No effect of muscle fatigue was found between the MVC before (mean: 365.3N, SD: 52.2N)
and after (mean: 364.1N, SD 58.8N) Experiment 1 (n.s. t(9) = 0.083, p = 0.93).

2.3.1 Force reproduction
2.3.1.1 Random errors

Table 2.1 The linear regression parameters per force interval. The values
show the mean parameter and standard error (in parentheses) over
subjects.
Interval

The within subject repeatability, being the random error, is presented as the coefficient of
variance (Figure 2.2). The results show an effect of force level on the coefficient of variance
(F5,45 = 12.653, p<0.001). The coefficients of variance are highest at a force level of 10N and
are minimal at a force level of 100N.

10N-160N
10N-40N
40N-70N
70N-100N
100N-130N
130N-160N

Gradient

Y-intercept

0.786 (0.016)
1.098 (0.043)
0.789 (0.051)
0.698 (0.049)
0.711 (0.062)
0.786 (0.059)

14.237 (2.034)
5.545 (1.671)
17.896 (2.764)
24.266 (5.609)
22.919 (6.557)
17.948 (2.034)

Coeficient of variation [−]

0.25
The force reproduction results show that the FRE, being the systematic error, depends on
force level (F5,45=40.524, p<0.001; Figure 2.3). For Experiment 1A, subjects generated too

0.2

high forces for force levels up to 40N (10N: p<0.01, 40N: p<0.001) and too low forces for force
levels of 130N and up (130N and 160N: p<0.001), see Figure 2.4. To determine whether the

0.15

central tendency bias affected the force reproductions from Experiment 1A, we compared the
results with the force reproductions at the same force levels from Experiment 2. The force
reproductions from the central tendency bias experiment (Experiment 2) show the same trend

0.1

as the results from the reproduction protocol (Experiment 1A) for high force levels, but are
lower at the low force levels, see Figure 2.3A and Figure 2.3B. The force reproductions differ
for 40N (F40exp2-exp1A= -9.7N) and 70N (F70exp2-exp1A= -13.7N)(p<0.05), indicating that there

0.05
0
0

is a central tendency bias, see Figure 2.3A. Figure 2.3B shows that the level of MVC does not
seem to have any effect on the force reproductions.
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Figure 2.2 Coefficient of variance of the reproduction trials (blue line) as a function of target
force levels. Error bars: standard errors of the mean over subjects. There is an effect of force
level on the coefficient of variance (F5,45= 12.653, p<0.001).
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Figure 2.4 The mean FRE, being the systematic error, as a function of target force level. Error
bars: Standard errors over subjects. There is an effect of force level on the FRE. Subjects
generated too high forces for force levels up to 40N and too low forces for force levels of
130N and up, as shown by asterisks.
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2.3.1.3 Memory model

30

To determine the extent of the central tendency bias on the force reproductions of Experiment

20

1A, we analyzed the contribution of the previous target trials to the current trial. The results

10

three previous target trials with visual feedback. The found model coefficients show that the

0
0

from the memory model show that the data were best described by a model that uses the
current estimate is almost exclusively (i.e. >89%) based on the last visual trial and that the

10

20

30

40

50

Target Force [%MVC]

60

Figure 2.3 A: Group averaged produced (during target trials, Experiment1A: red line) and
reproduced forces (during reproduction trials, Experiment 1A: blue line; Experiment 2:
green dashed lines). Dashed black line: target diagonal. Error bars: Standard error of the
mean over subjects. The reproduced forces in Experiment 2 (green dashed lines), where the
force range was divided over two groups, differed from Experiment 1 (blue line) at 40N
and 70N (p<0.05). During the target trials, subjects generated too low forces for the target
forces of 130N and 160N. B: group averaged reproduced forces (Experiment 1A: blue;
Experiment 2: green) as % MVC. The horizontal error bars (SE) represent the difference
in MVC between subjects and the vertical error bars (SE) represent the difference in force
reproduction between subjects.
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Force Reproduction Error [N]

A

contribution of previous visual trials is only limited, see Table 2.2. Additionally, the VAF values
of the models show no effect of model order (F7,63=1.464, p=0.258).

Table 2.2. Found model parameters and VAFs for model orders up to the
best MDL fit. In brackets: standard error of the mean over subjects.
p

1

2

3

a1
a2
a3
VAFs

0.98 (0.02)
97.7 (0.3)

0.93 (0.02)
0.07 (0.02)
97.9 (0.3)

0.89 (0.02)
0.06 (0.02)
0.05 (0.01)
98.2 (0.3)
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2.3.2 Position reproduction

2.4.1 Position reproduction error

The position reproduction results show that there is no effect of force level on the PRE

We did not find an effect of force level on the PRE, i.e. position estimates do not change

(F4,36=1.231, p=0.326), but there is an effect of position on the PRE (F1,9=32.874, p<0.0005),

with increased force in the muscle. These findings are in accordance with previous studies

see Fig. 2.5. For the target position of 10cm, subject reached too far when reproducing this

showing that forces do not affect the position estimate (Chib et al. 2009; Kuling et al. 2013).

position (10N: t(9)=4.595; p=0.001, 40N: t(9)=4.636; p=0.001, 70N: t(9)=3.441; p=0.007,

It is possible that force information is used to adjust position percept only when the force

100N: t(9)=2.743 p=0.023, 130N: t(9)=2.431; p=0.038), whereas the endpoints of the reaches

information provides additional position information, e.g. when moving against a spring

when reproducing the position of 20cm were not significantly different from the target.

(Mugge et al. 2009) or when using damper or velocity dependent forces (Wydoodt et al.
2006). Additionally, it might be that GTOs are used to optimize movements as described in
the musculoskeletal model (Kistemaker et al. 2013); however, this contribution does not seem

Reproduced Position [m]

0.3

to change with force level. Subjects were not able to see their own hand, implying that the
variance of the position estimates is solely from the proprioceptive position sensors and motor

0.25

noise. Subjects reached too far when reproducing the target position of 10cm, but not for
20cm. This is unexpected, since it has previously been shown that subject specific biases
are independent of movement direction and extent (Kuling et al. 2013) and position errors

0.2

increase with increasing movements (Gordon, Ghilardi, and Ghez 1994). The focus of this
study was to find the effect of increasing force level on the accuracy of the position percept. To

0.15

accurately describe the effect of position on the position percept would require measurements
at more positions.

0.1

0.05

2.4.2 Force reproduction error
0
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Figure 2.5 The mean position reproduction as a function of force level. Error bars: Standard
errors of the mean over subjects. Dashed black lines: target positions. There is no effect of
force level on the PRE.

The FRE is the systematic error between the produced force in the target trial and the
reproduced force during the reproduction trial. The force reproductions were comparable for
all subjects and no effect of MVC was found within our subjects, see Figure 2.3B. Our results
show that subjects generate too high forces for force levels up to 40N, which is consistent
with previously found results up to 10N for the index finger (Shergill et al. 2003; Voss et
al. 2007; Walsh et al. 2011) and up to 40% MVC for matching biceps muscle contraction
between arms (Jones and Hunter 1982). Too low forces were generated for force levels of
130N and up, which is in contrast with previous research where no FRE was found for high

2.4 Conclusion and discussion

force levels (Jones and Hunter 1982; Walsh et al. 2011). The found effect of force level on

In this study we analyzed the effect of force level on the force reproduction error and the position

in the low force level group, as the force reproductions at 40N and 70N are lower than in

reproduction error when self-generating both target and reproduction trials using the same

Experiment 1A. The high force level group, see Figure 2.2, shows that besides a central

hand. We did not find an effect of force level on the position reproduction error, suggesting that

tendency bias, i.e. the slope being smaller than one, there is also a bias that results in too low

the CNS only uses sensory cues that hold information about the quantity estimated. We found

forces over the whole force range. We analyzed the contributions of previous target trials on

that force level affects the force reproduction error, which cannot exclusively be explained by a

the current force estimate to determine the extent to which the central tendency bias affects

central tendency bias . Subjects generated too high reproduction forces for target force levels

our data. With a central tendency bias, the outer values of the force range will be biased to

up to 40N and too low reproduction forces for target force levels of 130N and up. Our results

the mean of that force range. With the number of previous target trials contributing to the

show that reafference feedback, i.e. the sensory prediction due to self-generated forces, is not

current estimate, we can determine whether the central tendency bias uses the mean value

the sole factor in systematic force reproduction errors.

of our whole force range, consequently using a large number of previous trials contributing, or

the FRE was checked for a central tendency bias. There was a central tendency bias present

is limited to a smaller force range. The memory model shows that the data is best explained
30
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with three previous target trials; however, the regression coefficients show that mainly the last

2.4.3 Possible mechanisms

visual target trial contributes (>89%) to the current estimate and the VAFs do not increase

In both literature and the results from this study, there is no clear mechanism that explains

significantly between one or three previous target trials. The decreased reproduction forces

the errors in force reproduction. When looking at the results of the studies that proposed that

for the high force level group in Experiment 2 and the almost exclusive contribution of the last

the FRE was caused by reafference feedback (Shergill et al. 2003; Walsh et al. 2011) and

previous trial memory model show that a central tendency bias cannot completely explain the

the results from this study, we can determine what signals are present and where the FRE

found results from Experiment 1A. These results suggest that the force reproduction errors

might be caused. When looking at the differences between receiving an external force on a

are affected by force level, but are most likely increased by the central tendency bias.

passive or an active finger, it is shown that subjects generate higher reproduction forces over
the whole force range when receiving the force on an active finger (Walsh et al. 2011). The

Previous studies approximate the force level effect on the FRE by using linear regression

difference between these conditions is the sensory feedback from the GTOs and the muscle

and describe the FRE as a constant bias only (Shergill et al. 2003) or as a constant bias and

activation to keep the finger actively in place. In both conditions, the force was reproduced

a force level dependent linear gradient (Walsh et al. 2011). In our experiment, we performed

by actively pushing against the torque sensors, suggesting that the error originates when

a linear regression on all the force intervals and the whole force range and found that the

receiving the force. However, in our study, subjects generated both forces in the same way

gradient and y-intercept for the interval between 10N and 40N are comparable with previously

and there was still an error. The difference between the target and reproduction trial was the

found values (Walsh et al. 2011). However, the gradient and y-intercept for the total force

visual feedback to calibrate the force. These findings suggest that the error might be caused

range are different from those of the 10-40N interval, indicating that linear regression cannot

during the integration of sensory information from the different sensors. More research is

fully describe the force estimates over the whole range.

needed to determine the origin of the FRE.

Force estimates were most accurate and coefficients of variation were lowest in the mid-range
(i.e. forces around 100N), indicating that subjects were most accurate and most precise in this

2.4.4 Impact for Haptics systems

range. In this study, the coefficient of variance decrease with force level from approximately

In haptic tele-manipulation systems, a master-slave system transmits the forces between

0.19 at 10N to 0.08 at 100N, of which the latter is comparable with previously found Weber

the operator and the environment. When designing master devices, perfect human force

fractions in a biceps contraction matching task (Jones 1989).

perception is implicitly assumed and devices are often made as accurate as possible. The
results from this study show that human force perception is far from perfect, so devices might

Present theories about the origin of the FRE are based on experiments where target and

be less accurate and more affordable. Secondly, our results might be used to scale forces

reproduction forces are generated differently. Shergill et al. (2003) proposed, based on the

from and to the operator, where the forces from the environment can be scaled so that the

constant bias when reproducing externally applied target forces up to 10N, that the FRE

operator perceives them more accurately and the forces from the operator can be corrected to

is caused by attenuating reafference feedback in the reproduction phase. When subjects

the force intended by the operator. However, our results show that humans are most accurate

actively resist a self-generated force by the contralateral hand on the index finger, the constant

between 70N and 100N and this force level might affect control effort and mental load of the

bias diminishes but a force level dependent gradient remains (Walsh et al. 2011). Therefore,

operator. The results from the position reproduction experiment show that the position percept

Walsh et al. (2011) suggests that rather than attenuating the reafference feedback in the

is not affected by additional forces, indicating that haptic feedback or haptic guidance should

reproduction phase, the CNS becomes more sensitive for the reafference feedback when

not affect our ability to move the manipulator accurately.

self-generating the target force in the target phase causing the gradient of the FRE. These
previous studies proposed that the FRE is caused by reafference feedback during the target
or reproduction trial. However, in our study, both the target force and the reproduced force are
self-generated by the same hand; thus, the reafference feedback and sensory feedback will
be the same in both trials and cannot influence the results. Our results still show an effect of
force level on the FRE, indicating that reafference feedback is not the sole factor for the FRE
in force reproduction tasks.
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Chapter 3
Endpoint force reproduction errors
originate at joint torque level
Bram Onneweer, Winfred Mugge,
Frans C.T. van der Helm, Alfred C. Schouten

3.1 Introduction
When handling an object, the central nervous system (CNS) requires sensory information
to generate adequate motor commands to interact efficiently. Our motor plans and error
corrections depend on these sensory signals, which are noisy and have limited accuracy
(Körding & Wolpert 2004, 2006; Wolpert 2007; Franklin & Wolpert 2011). To obtain an
accurate estimate of the state of the arm that is interacting with the object, the CNS integrates
redundant sensory information based on the certainty of the sensors (Körding & Wolpert 2004,
2006; Wolpert 2007). Different sensory modalities, e.g. vision and proprioception, are used to
obtain information about the posture of the arm (position sense) and the forces acting in and
on the arm (force sense).
Previous research into the accuracy of position sense showed that subjects made errors when
performing point-to-point reaching (Gordon et al. 1994a, 1994b) or position reproduction tasks
(Press and Soechting 1982). Variable errors were largest in the direction of movement and
systematic errors were largest in the direction of largest inertia (Gordon et al. 1994a, 1994b).
In explaining the origin of these errors, literature is inconclusive on whether arm movements
are most appropriately described in joint or Cartesian space. Errors in arm movements can
be described in an absolute, relative, ego-centric or allo-centric coordinate frame (Flash,
Meirovitch, and Barliya 2013; Soechting and Ross 1984). The coordinate system that most
appropriately describes the errors likely depends on the specific situation (e.g. task, sensory
modality and limb orientation) (Berniker and Kording 2009).
Whereas position sense has been researched thoroughly, force sense has received far less
attention. Previous research on force sense focused mainly on discrimination thresholds
(Barbagli et al. 2006; Jones and Piateski 2006) and object exploration (Soechting and Flanders
When we interact with objects, our central nervous system receives sensory information about

2011), which mostly focus on the sense of touch. To understand how additional forces due

arm posture and forces acting on it. The goal of this study was to assess the effect of arm

to interaction with an object affect the movement and the generation of joint torques, it is

posture and force direction on the accuracy of the human force reproduction error. Subjects

important to know how accurately we perceive these forces. Force reproduction experiments

sat in a chair and held a handle attached to a force sensor. The subjects matched an onscreen

showed that when reproducing a static force, subjects generate too high forces for low force

force (10N) and subsequently reproduced the force in direction and magnitude without visual

levels (Jones and Hunter 1982; Shergill et al. 2003; Walsh et al. 2011) and too low forces for

feedback. These tasks were performed in the horizontal plane in eight force directions and

high force levels (Onneweer, Mugge, and Schouten 2013; Chapter 2). The accuracy of force

in four arm postures. Results showed that the difference between forces exerted during the

perception in more degrees of freedom (DOF), i.e. force directions, is needed to studied if

matching and reproduction trial, the force reproduction error, depends on force direction. The

force perception can be appropriately described in joint or Cartesian space. One study in

orientation of the ellipses fitted through the reproduction forces changed with arm posture and

2DOF analyzed the variance in direction, where subjects had to match a static onscreen

the least accurate direction aligned with the shoulder in all postures. For each of the four arm

force in magnitude in any direction they preferred. The authors found inconclusive results,

postures, a joint torque scaling model based on arm biomechanics was fitted to the other three

concluding that force control can be represented in both joint and Cartesian space (Saha et

postures and was shown to accurately explain the reproduction ellipse. This study shows that

al. 2014). To determine whether force perception can be most appropriately described in joint

force reproduction depends on force direction and arm posture, which corresponds with our

or Cartesian space, we need to analyze the accuracy (structural error) of force reproduction

model based on arm biomechanics and suggests that the force reproduction errors at the

in 2DOF.

endpoint originate at the joint torque level.
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The goal of this study was to assess the effect of arm posture and force direction on the
accuracy of the human force sense in 2DOF. Whether the force reproduction errors are most

monitor

appropriately described in Cartesian or joint space is unknown. To determine whether an ego-

P2

P1

centric reference frame could explain the force reproduction error, we placed the position of
hypothesize that the force reproduction error is most accurately described at joint level. In this
study, we propose that the reference frame in which the CNS processes sensory information
depends on the sensory modalities providing the information, e.g. vision most likely provides

P3

l2

the hand in two of the four arm postures on a single line through the center of the body. We

trigger buttton
y

information in an ego-centric reference frame (van Beers et al. 2002) and proprioception most
likely relative to the joints due to the biomechanics of the arm. To integrate sensory information
from different modalities, the CNS needs to combine or transform the reference frames into a

l1

P4

ϕe
ϕs

single one (McGuire and Sabes 2009).

x

3.2 Materials and methods
3.2.1 Subjects
Twelve healthy right-handed subjects (age 24.2 SD 4.3 years, 8 men) without a self-reported
history of neural or muscular defects participated in the experiment. Subjects were informed
by a verbal and written instruction about the experimental protocol and gave written informed
consent prior to participation. This study was approved by the institutional ethics review board
of the Delft University of Technology.

3.2.2 Experimental setup
Subjects sat in a chair and were restrained by a four-point seatbelt. Subjects held a handle
attached to a fixed force sensor (ATI mini 45, Calibration SI-145-5, sensitivity 1/8N) with their
right hand while their arm was supported to compensate for gravity, restraining the shoulder
from adducting, see Figure 3.1. The right forearm was pronated so the subjects held the
spherical handle with their hand palm down. To keep the human behavior as natural as

Figure 3.1 Top view of the setup. Subject sat in a chair in front of a monitor and had to push
against a handle that was attached to a force sensor with their right hand and operate a
trigger button with their left hand. In four arm postures, denoted by P1-P4, subjects were
asked to reproduce a force of 10N in eight directions. Arm posture one was located in front
of the right shoulder with the elbow in 90 degree flexion (P1: shoulder horizontal adduction
(SHA) I, elbow flexion (EF) I). Arm posture two was obtained by extending the elbow to 20
degrees flexion (P2: SHA-I, EF-II). For arm posture three, the shoulder was abducted from
the arm posture at the first arm posture such that the hand was on a straight line between
the center of the body and the second arm posture (P3: SHA-II, EF-I).Arm posture four was
obtained by extending the elbow of the third arm posture to 20 degrees flexion (P4: SHA-II,
EF-II). During the target trials, the target was visualized as an open circle and the applied
force as a cursor (black dot) on the monitor. Subjects were instructed to operate the trigger
button when the force cursor was inside the target circle during a target trial or when they
believed they reproduced the force correctly during a reproduction trial.

possible for the haptic application, we did not brace the wrist. Subjects were instructed to
perform two alternating trials by pushing against the handle in a specific direction:
By performing force reproduction tasks we can assume that the percepts of the two trials
Target trial:

which minimizes influences such as, condition changes or subject specific biases. Subjects

subjects had to match an onscreen force in magnitude and direction with visual feedback of

were instructed to operate a trigger button when the applied forces aligned with the target

the target and the magnitude and direction of the exerted force vector

during target trails and when they believed to be applying the correct force during the
reproduction trials. The trigger button triggered a 0.3s force measurement to record the target

Reproduction trial:

and reproduced forces. The next trial automatically started when the exerted force dropped

subjects had to reproduce the same force (magnitude and direction) without visual feedback

below 1N after pushing the trigger button. Subjects were instructed to not release the handle
between a target and reproduction trial.
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3.2.3 Protocol

 FEL 
 x
 FELy 

(3.1)

Before the experiment, the lengths of the lower arm (olecranon to handle) and upper arm
(acromion to olecranon) were measured. During the experiment, subjects performed eight
repetitions with a target force of 10N for each of the eight force directions (45 degree



increments) at each of the four arm postures in the horizontal plane. The force level of 10N

 − sin(ϕ s )lu − sin(ϕ s + ϕe )ll
J (ϕ s , ϕe ) = 
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− sin(ϕ s + ϕe )ll 
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(3.2)

is high enough to have the subject apply a substantial amount of force, yet low enough to
prevent fatigue during the experiment. By using four postures we are able to determine the
effects of changing the shoulder angle and elbow angle separately in a substantial range in the
horizontal plane. To be able to determine whether the force reproductions can be explained
using an ego-centric reference frame, as proposed in position sense, we positioned two arm
postures (P2 and P3) on one line through the center of the body. If an ego-centric reference
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the joint torques in the most and least accurate direction of the four reproduction ellipses.

frame explains the force reproduction errors, the errors for P2 and P3 will be similar. In the
experiment the order of the arm postures was randomized over subjects. Within each posture
(measured in blocks) the force directions were presented randomly. To familiarize the subjects

3.2.4.1 Joint torque model

with the setup and the protocol, subjects performed a training session that consisted of two

To explain and predict the reproduced forces at endpoint and to determine whether the force

target and eighteen alternating target and reproduction trials before starting the recordings at

reproductions can be explained at joint level, a joint torque scaling model was developed.

a posture. With arm posture two and three on a single line through the center of the body, we

This model calculated the required torques (Tire)
Treq that were needed to generate the end point

can assess whether the force reproduction error (FRE) depends on an ego-centric reference

target force of 10N in all directions and scaled these torques to obtain the modelled torques

frame.

(Tmo),
Tmod see equation 3.3. Using the joint to endpoint Jacobian, the modelled endpoint ellipse
was obtained from the modelled torques and compared with the found reproduction ellipse,
see equation 3.4.

3.2.4 Data analysis
The measured forces for each trial were averaged over the 0.3s recording, to obtain an
accurate measure of the force per trial. To determine the effect of force direction, the force



reproduction error (FRE) was calculated by taking the difference between the reproduced
force (from the reproduction trials) and the produced force (from the target trials) for all target
force directions.
To describe how the applied forces during the target and reproduction trials depend on force
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direction, for each arm posture and each subject a production and a reproduction ellipse was
fitted through the measured forces by solving the general equation for a conic using least
square fitting (Fitzgibbon et al. 1999; Rosin 1993; Taubin 1991), see Appendix A. To compare
the results between arm postures, the orientation of the major axis (least accurate direction) of
the ellipse was calculated, see Appendix A. The torque contributions of the shoulder (TS)
Ts and
elbow joint (TE)
Te to the force at the endpoint were calculated using the joint to endpoint Jacobian
(Hogan 1985) and the x- and y-data of the ellipses per subject for both the reproduction and
production ellipse at the four arm postures (FEL,FEL
FEL , FEL ) , see equation 3.1 and equation 3.2.
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Per subject and arm posture, the model parameters were least square fitted on the reproduction
ellipses of the other three arm postures and predicted the remaining reproduction ellipse,
resulting in four ellipse predictions and sets of parameters. To be able to compare both the
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M repellipses in one measure,
M repmagnitude
(α ) − M modfor
(αboth
)
1 n the
magnitude and angle difference between
MAPE =

∑

M rep and modelled (MOD)
n αfor
M rep ((A)
α ) between
the reproduction (MOD)
M mod ellipse is calculated
=1 all angles
0° and 360° with M
1° increments. To verify the model, the mean absolute prediction error

θ1= 93.00 (SE: 3.10)

mod

(MAPE) between the predicted and reproduction ellipse is calculated for each arm posture,
see equation 3.5.

MAPE =

1 n M rep (α ) − M mod (α )
∑
n α =1
M rep (α )

θ2= 60.30 (SE: 1.80)

P1

P2

(3.5)

(1 −− MAPE
% will result in the percentage of the reproduction ellipse that is
Taking the (1
MAPE))a⋅100
100%

10N

explained by the model, with 100% being a perfect fit.

3.2.5 Statistics

θ3= 73.10 (SE: 2.40)

θ4= 33.40 (SE: 2.10)

P3

P4

The orientation of the four reproduction ellipses were compared using a repeated measures
ANOVA to determine the effect of arm posture. For the effect of force direction and arm posture
on the FRE, a repeated measures ANOVA was used, with force direction and arm posture as
factors. To compare the amount of joint contribution between the most and least accurate
directions the torque ratios were tested against a test value of one using one sample t-tests.
The α (0.05) during all tests were Bonferroni corrected.

3.3 Results
The force measurements during the target trials approximate a circle with a 10N radius as
expected. For the reproduction trials an ellipse was found, indicating that the FRE is not the

/

Force reproduction ellipse
Target ellipse
Modelled ellipse
Direction of major and minor axis
Average reproduced force per subject

same in all directions, see Figure 3.2. Subjects generated too high forces for all directions, with
the major axis of the ellipse as the least accurate direction. The orientation of the reproduction
ellipses changed with arm posture (F = 103.036; p < 10-6), with the least accurate direction
aligned with the shoulder for all postures.
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Figure 3.2. The group reproduction (red) and production (blue) ellipses that were fitted through
the mean data of the subjects. Analysis and statistics were performed on individual subject
data. The markers (o,*) indicate the average reproduced force per direction for each subject.
The black lines show the direction of the major (least accurate) and minor axis of the ellipse.
The angle θ is the average orientation of the subject specific reproduction ellipse with
standard error per arm posture. The orientation of the reproduction ellipses changes with
arm posture (F = 103.036; p < 10-6) and θP1 > θP3 > θP2 > θP4 (P1 vs P3, p < 0.003; P2
vs P3, p=0.0012; others, p < 10-6). The magenta dashed ellipses are the model fits from the
joint torque scaling model, again visualized as a group reproduction ellipse. The model was
on average able to explain 92.9% of the subject specific reproduction ellipses.
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Per subject, the FRE was calculated to obtain the error between the target and reproduced
forces in the eight target directions. The results show that the FRE is asymmetric and depends
on force direction (F = 14.712; p < 10-6), but not on arm posture (F = 2.083; p = 0.14), see

P1

Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.3 The force reproduction error. The black markers indicate the mean FRE over subjects
with the error bars indicating the standard errors in both angle and magnitude. The green
area indicates the difference between the production and reproduction ellipse plus and
minus the standard error over subjects. The results show that the FRE depends on force
direction (F = 14.712; p < 0.001), but not on arm posture (F = 2.083; p = 0.14). The FRE
is not equal in opposite directions (asymmetric).

Produced shoulder torque
Reproduced shoulder torque
Produced elbow torque
Repoduced elbow torque
Least accurate direction
Most accurate direction

2700

Figure 3.4 The joint torque contributions. The blue lines are the joint torques from the production
ellipse (target trials) and the red lines from the reproduction ellipse (reproduction trials),
dashed: shoulder torque; dotted: elbow torques. The green arrows show the least (dashed)
and most (solid) accurate directions of the force reproduction ellipses. The directions that
the FRE is the smallest (minor axis of the ellipse) correspond to the directions where both
joints contribute to the endpoint force (shoulder: t(11) = -20.109, p < 10-6;
elbow: t(11) = -10.031, p < 10-5 ).

By transforming the found ellipses to joint torques, we obtain the torque contributions of
the shoulder and elbow to the endpoint force. The torque ratios for the shoulder and the

The torques during the reproduction trials could be explained by scaling the torques necessary

elbow averaged over the arm postures were respectively 0.38 (SE: 0.03) and 0.45 (SE:

to obtain the target forces, see Figure 3.4. On average, the joint torque scaling model was able

0.06), showing that the joint torques were highest in the most accurate direction. The joint

to predict 92.9% of every reproduction ellipse with the model parameters acquired from the

contributions of both the shoulder and the elbow were smallest for the least accurate direction

ellipses of the other three arm postures. The found parameters were consistent over the four

(shoulder: t(11) = -20.109, p < 10-6; elbow: t(11) = -10.031, p < 10-5 ), indicating that the force

postures and subjects, see Table 3.1.

reproduction was most accurate where both the shoulder and elbow joint could contribute to
the force at the endpoint.
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Table 3.1 The model parameters for the four model fits averaged over the
number of subjects. The (1- MAPE)*100% shows the percentage of
the force reproduction ellipse that was explained by the model fitted
on the ellipses of the other three arm postures. Between brackets is the
standard deviation over the subjects.

3.4.2 Cartesian vs joint space
Previous research on the accuracy of the position sense shows that it is difficult to find the
origin of the errors made during reaching or point to point movements (Soechting & Ross
1984; Gordon et al. 1994a, 1994b; Flash et al. 2013) Studies show that position inaccuracies
originate in a Cartesian coordinate system in an ego-centric reference frame (Gordon et al.

P1

P2

P3

P4

mean

1994a; Gordon et al. 1994b; Flash et al. 2013). A previous study on haptics, tactile sense and

(1-MAPE)*100% [%]

91.9 (3.8)

93.9 (2.5)

92.4 (2.4)

93.3 (2.9)

92.9 (2.9)

proprioception of humans, suggests that the haptic sense can be described in a Cartesian

𝑘𝑘𝑠𝑠 [-]

1.22 (0.19)

1.22 (0.20)

1.21 (0.19)

1.21 (0.20)

1.22 (0.01)

coordinate system, intermediate between an ego- and an allo-centric reference frame

1.42 (0.06)

1.39 (0.05)

1.42 (0.06)

1.39 (0.06)

1.40 (0.01)

(Kappers 2003). When comparing arm postures P2 and P3 in this study, which were placed

𝑘𝑘𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 [-]

-0.15 (0.26)

-0.14 (0.25)

-0.16 (0.25)

-0.14 (0.25)

-0.15 (0.02)

on a single line through the center of the body, we can see that the orientation of the ellipses

0.16 (0.19)

0.16 (0.21)

0.09 (0.18)

0.12 (0.24)

0.13 (0.03)

are not aligned. Thus, an ego-centric reference frame with the center of the body as the

𝑇𝑇𝑂𝑂𝑒𝑒 [Nm]

0.13 (0.11)

0.14 (0.13)

0.09 (0.10)

0.13 (0.13)

0.12 (0.02)

𝑘𝑘𝑒𝑒 [-]

𝑇𝑇𝑂𝑂𝑠𝑠 [Nm]

3.4 Discussion

origin cannot fully explain the found reproduction errors. An ego-centric reference frame with
a moving origin located at the hand might explain the results. Note that such a reference frame
inherently incorporates many aspects of the biomechanics of the arm.
The force reproduction at the endpoint depends on the amount of joint contribution and

In this study, we investigated the effect of force direction and arm posture on the force

the reproduction torques seem to be a scaling of the target torques, explaining the force

reproduction error in the horizontal plane. The results demonstrate that when humans

reproduction errors in joint space. The direction that a joint torques applies force at the endpoint

reproduce a force, they do not make the same error in every direction and posture, but

depends on the biomechanics of the arm and are described by the joint to endpoint Jacobian

always generate too high forces for the force magnitude tested. For each arm posture, a force

(Hogan 1985). Therefore, a joint torque scaling model that uses constant scaling factors

reproduction ellipse accurately described the reproduced forces, with the force reproduction

for the shoulder, elbow and bi-articular torques, in addition to offset factors to capture the

error being direction dependent. The orientation of the force reproduction ellipse changed with

asymmetries, was fitted to the data. This model could explain > 90% of the force reproduction

arm posture, where the force reproduction error was largest in the direction of the shoulder.

ellipses, showing that the force reproduction error at the endpoint is caused by a constant

A joint scaling model based on the biomechanics of the arm could explain both effects,

torque scaling at the joint level. With our constant torque scaling model, we were able to

suggesting that the force reproduction errors at the endpoint originate from torque errors at the

accurately explain both the force direction and arm posture dependency by using the joint to

joint level. The joint torque scaling model can be used to optimize haptic system and feedback

endpoint Jacobian between endpoint forces and joint torques.

design by incorporating the human controller’s intentions. The model allows us to interpret the
force that the human is applying in the way he perceives it himself and probably the way he
meant it. Additionally, it provides novel insights into how humans control their body which is
useful for the field of neuroscience.

3.4.3 Position sense vs force sense
The errors made in point-to-point movements and position reproduction tasks seem to be
best described in a different coordinate system than the force reproduction errors found in

3.4.1 Force reproduction

this study, suggesting that sensory information from different sensory modalities is integrated
differently in the CNS. One explanation for this difference might originate in the CNS where

The force level of 10N used in this study is in the low range, where previous studies in 1DOF

the planning of movement and the planning of torque are performed in different reference

showed that humans generate too high forces (Onneweer et al. 2013; Shergill et al. 2003;

frames. Perhaps the endpoint errors made during movement can be explained using joint

Walsh et al. 2011; Chapter 2). In correspondence with these studies, our results show that

torques by taking into account the changing posture of the arm (Jacobian) and error correction

subjects generated too high forces in all directions in 2DOF. The direction of the largest

using visual and proprioceptive position information. This study provides a novel view on the

errors aligned with the shoulder for all four arm postures, indicative of a dominant role of

origin of force reproduction errors and might contribute to an explanation behind the errors

biomechanics in the force reproduction error. Force reproduction is asymmetric in the sense

found in movement studies.

that the magnitude is not the same in opposite directions and might explain a subject specific
bias in the force reproduction as previously found in visuo-motor tasks (Krakauer et al. 2000;
Vindras et al. 1998).
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3.5 Appendix A
To describe the force measurements in all force directions, ellipses were fitted through the
force measurements of both the target and reproduction trials per subject. To fit the ellipse to
the data, we used least squares fitting to find a set of parameters for the general quadratic
equation for a conic that minimize the distance between the data points and the ellipse FEXXe,
F (e, x)
see equation 3.6, (Fitzgibbon et al. 1999; Rosin 1993; Taubin 1991).
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(3.11)

Chapter 4
The human force reproduction error
is joint torque dependent
Bram Onneweer, Winfred Mugge, Alfred C. Schouten

4.1 Introduction
When we interact with objects, information about the position of the object and the interaction
forces are detected by sensors in the human body and fed back to the central nervous
system (CNS) for efficient interaction. The CNS combines redundant sensory information
from different sensory modalities using their uncertainty to obtain a more accurate estimate
(Wolpert & Ghahramani 2000; Körding & Wolpert 2004; 2006; Franklin & Wolpert 2011).
To better understand how the CNS combines sensory information, it is necessary to know
how accurate the separate sensory modalities are and what factors affect the accuracy. The
accuracy of position sense and how it changes over conditions, such as direction and location
(Gordon et al. 1994a; 1994b; Rincon-Gonzalez et al. 2011; Kuling et al. 2013;), is well known,
whereas there is limited knowledge concerning the accuracy of force sense.
Information about the muscle forces and interaction forces are detected by the Golgi Tendon
Organs (GTO) in the muscles and tactile sensors in the skin. Previous studies analyzed the
accuracy of force perception by assessing how accurately subjects can reproduce a previously
learned force, i.e. looking at the force reproduction error (FRE) (Jones & Hunter 1982; Shergill
et al. 2003; Walsh et al. 2011; Onneweer et al. 2013; Chapter 2). Previous research on force
perception showed that the force reproduction error depends on force level, and subjects
generate too high forces for low force levels (up to 40N) (Onneweer et al. 2013; Shergill et al.
2003; Walsh et al. 2011) and too low forces for high force levels (130N and up) (Onneweer
2013). In a previous study it was shown that the FRE depends on force direction and arm
posture (at 10N) and is best described using an ellipse. A joint torque scaling model (JTSM)
was developed to explain the FRE at joint level and showed that the biomechanics of the arm
play an important role in force perception (Chapter 3). The question that remains is whether
the effect of force level is constant for all force directions and arm postures.
When humans reproduce a previously produced force, they make systematic errors that are
force direction dependent and are best described using ellipses. The goal of this study is
assess the effect of force level on the human force reproduction error in the horizontal plane.
Three groups of subjects performed a force reproduction task in eight force directions and in
two arm postures at three force levels (group1: 10N, group2: 40N and group3: 70N). Subjects
were asked to match an onscreen force with visual feedback and subsequently reproduce it
(same direction and magnitude) without visual feedback. Results show that the orientation of
the reproduction ellipses changes with arm posture but not with force level, indicating that the
arm biomechanics (i.e. arm orientation) affect the directional and force effects. Additionally,
the results show that force level affects the force reproduction error differently depending

The goal of this study was to assess the effect of force level on the force reproduction error
in two degrees of freedom in the horizontal plane. For this, we analyzed the effect of three
force levels on the FRE in eight directions in the horizontal plane. Based on previous findings
(Onneweer 2013), we hypothesize that the FRE will decrease with force level, independent
of force direction.

4.2 Materials and methods
4.2.1 Subjects

on the force direction, i.e. increased force magnitude increases errors in the direction of the

Thirty six right-handed subjects (age 21.1 SD 3.4, 24 men) without self-reported history of

shoulder and decreases errors in the perpendicular direction. To incorporate the force level

neural or muscular defects participated in this experiment. Subjects were divided in three

dependency of the force reproduction error, a novel joint-torque-dependent joint-torque-

groups of 12 subjects (8 men per group), which were appointed different force levels (10N,

scaling model is developed, which allows us to accurately predict the force reproduction errors

40N, 70N). The 10N group was measured in a previous study (Chapter 3). Subjects were

in the horizontal plane between 10N and 70N.

instructed both verbally and with written instructions on the experiment and signed an informed
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consent before participation. The study was approved by the institutional ethics review board

During target trials, subjects had to operate the trigger button when they applied the target force

of the Delft University of Technology.

and during reproduction trials when they believed they reproduced the previously produced
target force correctly. To prevent a possible force drop during the 0.3s measurement, subjects
were instructed to hold the force for at least one second after operating the trigger button. The

4.2.2 Experimental setup

next trial started when the exerted force dropped below 1.0N. Subjects were instructed not to

Subjects were seated in front of a monitor and held a handle attached to a fixed force

let go of the handle between a target and reproduction trial.

sensor (ATI mini 45, Calibration SI-145-5, sensitivity 1/16N) with their right hand, while being
restrained in the chair by a four-point seatbelt, see Figure 4.1. A trigger button, which subjects
held in their left hand, was used to start a 0.3s force measurement. The right arm was in

4.2.3 Protocol

the horizontal plane and was supported to compensate for gravity. The right forearm was

Prior to the experiment, the lengths of the upper and lower arm of the subjects were measured

pronated so the subjects held the spherical handle with their hand palm down. To keep the

for the joint-to- endpoint Jacobian, which was used to calculate the joint torques (Hogan

human behaviour as natural as possible for the haptic application, we did not brace the wrist.

1985). During the experiment, subjects performed series of trials in eight force directions (45º

Subjects were instructed to perform series of two alternating trials by pushing against the

increments) eight times each at two arm postures in the horizontal plane. Arm posture one

handle in the direction indicated onscreen:

was located in front of the right shoulder with the elbow in 90 degrees flexion. The second arm
posture was obtained by extending the elbow to 20 degrees flexion, see Figure 4.1. The order

Target trial:

of the arm postures was randomized over subjects, and the force directions were presented

subjects had to match an onscreen force in magnitude and direction with visual feedback of

randomly within each posture (measured in blocks). Subjects performed a training session at

the target and the magnitude and direction of the exerted force vector

their specific force level to familiarize themselves with the setup and the protocol. The training
session consisted of two target trials and eighteen alternating target and reproduction trials in
random directions and was performed at each arm posture.

Reproduction trial:
subjects had to reproduce the same force (magnitude and direction) without visual feedback

4.3.4 Data analysis

monitor

P2

P1

The force recordings for each trial were averaged over the 0.3s to obtain an accurate measure
of the force per trial. The force reproduction error was calculated by taking the magnitude and

Ts
angle difference between the force vectors during
the target trials and reproduction trials. For

Te contributions of the shoulder (TS)
Ts and reproduction trials, the torque
both the target
Ts and elbow

l2
trigger buttton
y

l1

Fx
Te calculated using the
Ts joint-to-endpoint
Te joint were
(TE)
Jacobian (Hogan 1985) and the force in

x-direction (FX)
(FY)
Fy during the target and reproduction trials, see
Fx and the force in y-direction
Te

ϕe

Equations 4.1
Fy and 4.2.

ϕs
x

Figure 4.1 Top view of the experimental setup. Subjects were seated in front of a monitor,
holding a handle attached to a static force sensor with their right hand and a trigger button
in their left hand. P1 and P2 denote two arm postures, with φs and φe the shoulder and
elbow angle and l1 and l2 the length of the upper and lower arm. Subjects were instructed
to push against the handle to generate forces in eight directions (45° increments). During
target trials, the subjects received visual feedback of the target force magnitude and direction
by target circles and the applied force by a black cursor.
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Figure 4.2 The group force production (blue) and reproduction (red) ellipses per force level.
Grey markers represent the average reproduced force per subject per direction. The green
plusses (+) are the average reproduced forces over subjects. The magenta circles are the
outcomes of the model when using the mean parameters over subjects for the Jacobian and
the target forces as input. The joint-torque-dependent JTSM explains on average 88.6%
of the mean reproduced force per force direction (P1: 89.6% (10N); 93.6% (40N); 89.9%
(70N); P2: 84.7% (10N); 90.1% (40N); 83.4% (70N)).

Figure 4.3 The force reproduction error as a function of force direction for both arm postures.
The colors represent the force levels (blue: 10N; red: 40N; green: 70N) and the error bars
represent the standard errors over subjects in both magnitude and force direction (angle).
The FRE increases in the direction of the major axis of the reproduction ellipse and decreases
in the direction of the minor axis of the ellipse.

The mean model parameters over subjects for each force level group (see Table 4.1) show
that the constant JTSM is not able to predict the changing FRE over force level using constant
The force reproduction error, the difference between the force measurement during the

scaling parameters. The constant model-parameters describe a range of joint torques, so

target and reproduction trial, depends on force direction (F=11.453; p<10-6) and force level

each horizontal line of circles represent the model fit of one subject, see Figure 4.4. The joint-

(F=51.686;

p<10-6),

but not arm posture (F=2.958; p=0.086), see Figure 4.3. The effect of

force level on the FRE changes over the force directions, showing an increase of the FRE in
the direction of the major axis and a decrease of the FRE in the direction of the minor axis of
the reproduction ellipse, see Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3.

torque-dependency of the model parameters was obtained by performing a linear regression,
resulting in four model components that linearly depend on the joint torque.

Table 4.1 The model parameters for the different force level groups. The
mean ks, kbi and ke parameters per group with standard deviation
between brackets. The results show that the parameters change over
force level, indicating that constant parameter values cannot describe
the behavior.
10N

58

40N

70N

ks

1.19 (0.21)

1.02 (0.12)

0.91 (0.15)

kbi

-0.08 (0.05)

-0.07 (0.03)

-0.11 (0.08)

ke

1.28 (0.23)

1.09 (0.13)

1.03 (0.19)
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with force level, indicating that the biomechanics of the arm (i.e. the orientation of the arm)
affect both the directional and force level effects on the force reproduction error. Additionally,
its reproduction ellipse, indicating that subjects generated too high forces in directions where

1

it is easy to generate forces and too low forces in directions where they were not easy to
generate. The force reproduction results show that the force reproduction error depends on
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The orientation of the force reproduction ellipses changed with arm posture, but not significantly

the orientation of the production ellipse for arm posture 2 at 70N is similar to the orientation of
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force level, as was found before (Jones and Hunter 1982; Onneweer et al. 2013; Walsh et al.
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Figure 4.4 Model parameters per subject as a function of shoulder and elbow torque. The
constant model parameters describe both the force direction and arm posture effect, resulting
in a range of joint torques for a single parameter value. Each horizontal line of circles
represents one subject and the color shows the force level group (10N: red; 40N: green; 70N:
blue). A linear regression (black lines) describes the joint torque dependency of the model
parameters. The found model parameters (as used in Equation 4.4) are shown in the figures.

2011; Chapter 2). However, in contrast to what we expected, the effect of force level on the
FRE changes with force directions. In the direction of the major axis of the reproduction ellipse
(direction through the shoulder), the FRE increased with force level, while in the direction of
the minor axis of the reproduction ellipse, the FRE decreased with force level. It is possible that
with increasing force level, the combination of the muscles (mono- and bi-articular muscles)
used may change or muscles may react differently to force level changes, which could explain
the changing effect of force level on force reproductions in the different directions.

4.5.2 Joint torque scaling model
In a previous study, we designed a (JTSM) that uses constant scaling parameters for the
shoulder, elbow and bi- articular torque contributions in combination with the joint-to-endpoint

Table 4.2 shows the similarity percentage between the model fits and the mean data per

Jacobian to explain and predict the systematic force reproduction errors in the horizontal

subject (subject model fits), and the model fits and the mean data per force level group (group

plane (Chapter 3). Results from the current study show that the effect of force level on the FRE

model fits).

changes with force direction, an effect that the current joint torque scaling model is unable to

Table 4.2 The similarity percentage for the model fits per subjects [mean
(SD)] (based on the constant JTSM) and for the group model fits (based
on the joint-torque-dependent JTSM). The similarity percentage for the
group fits are slightly better than the model fits per subject.
Subjects model fits
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Group model fits

Fore level

P1

P2

P1

P2

10N

88.9 (3.4)%

81.9 (3.1)%

89.6%

84.7%

40N

88.4 (3.2)%

81.8 (6.1)%

93.6%

90.1%

70N

86.4 (4.3)%

79.8 (8.5)%

89.9%

83.4%

explain, see Table 4.1. By making the model joint-torque-dependent, we were able to explain
on average 88.6% of the combination of force direction, force level and arm posture effects.
Interestingly, the similarity percentage for the model predictions of the novel joint-torquedependent JTSM was more accurate than the constant JTSM predictions per subject, see
Table 4.2. An explanation for this can be that the changing joint torques with force direction
and arm posture are fitted using the constant JTSM for each subject and thus scaled using
the same constant model parameter. Therefore, the better predictions with the joint torque
dependent model indicate that the FRE is indeed dependent on joint torque. With this jointtorque-dependent JTSM, we can accurately explain and predict the FREs that humans make
in the horizontal plane between 10N and 70N.
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4.5.3 Implications
The findings from this study provide novel insights to the accuracy of human force perception.
In combination with the accuracy of position sense as previously researched (Gordon et al.
1994a; 1994b), it can be used to predict human behavior in situations where humans interact
with objects. In the field of haptics, the joint-torque- dependent JTSM can be used to improve
the design of haptic systems and haptic feedback by incorporating the systematic errors of the
human operator in the design.

Chapter 5
The systematic errors in human force
reproduction arise when executing the force
Bram Onneweer, Winfred Mugge, David A Abbink,
David W Franklin, Alfred C Schouten
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5.1 Introduction
To effectively control our body, we integrate sensory information from a variety of sensory
modalities to estimate the state of our body and the external environment. The computational
mechanisms by which the sensorimotor control system combines this sensory information
can be investigated through experimentally conditioning the sensory information (Ernst and
Banks 2002; Mugge et al. 2009). It has been shown that the central nervous system weights
the sensory modalities based on their uncertainties to obtain a more accurate sensory percept
(Körding and Wolpert 2004, 2006; Körding 2007). In the case of a mismatch between seeing
and feeling your arm’s position, the central nervous system optimally combines sensory
feedback from vision and proprioception (van Beers et al. 2002; Smeets et al. 2006).
Studies in motor learning and motor adaptation impose errors between sensory modalities to
analyze the ability of humans to learn and adapt to these errors (Herzfeld et al. 2014; Krakauer
and Mazzoni 2011; Krakauer et al. 2000; Shadmehr, Smith, and Krakauer 2010; Shmuelof and
Krakauer 2011). A ccommonly imposed errors is a visuo-motor rotation, where a mismatch
between vision and proprioception is presented through a visual error (Krakauer et al. 2000).
It was found that the brain is able to recognize previously experienced errors and adapt faster
(Herzfeld et al. 2014), but a different study showed that we do not adapt completely and a
residual error remains when adapting to an error-dependent learning process (Vaswani et
al. 2015). Motor adaptation and motor learning studies usually involve movement, and few
studies are performed examining learning in the field of force perception. The uncertainty of
The sensorimotor control system uses sensory information to efficiently control body motion.

the sensory modalities involved in the adaptation of the learning process plays an important

The functioning of the sensorimotor control system can be analyzed through introduction of

role in the ability of the human to correct for the imposed error.

mismatches between sensory inputs. Recent work has shown that human force reproduction
is subject to systematic errors. When reproducing previously exerted forces of equal

Studies in static human force perception showed that there are random errors (uncertainty)

magnitude in multiple directions, subjects tend to systematically overshoot / undershoot, an

and systematic matching errors in the perception of forces (Jones and Hunter 1982; Shergill

effect that can be described by an ellipse. In this paper we present an experimental study

et al. 2003; Walsh et al. 2011). In these studies, subjects produced the forces in the target

to examine whether such systematic errors result from an incorrect representation of forces

and matching trials in a slightly different way, leaving the origin of the systematic errors open

or incorrect execution of correctly represented forces. Subjects were instructed to produce

to speculation. However, even when the force was experienced in the same way during the

a force of a desired magnitude (5N or 15N) and direction (8 directions with 45° increments)

target and matching trials, i.e. reproducing a previously produced force, the systematic errors

with visual feedback (target trial). They were then asked to reproduce the same magnitude

persisted (Chapter 2). These systematic reproduction errors depend on force level (Chapter

of force in either the same direction (reference trial) or in a 90°-counter- clockwise-rotated

2; Chapter 4), force direction and arm posture (Chapter 3; Chapter 4) and can be described

direction (CCW trial). We hypothesize that if these errors arose through an execution error,

using ellipses. A joint-torque-scaling model, which scaled the required torques to obtain the

subjects would obtain the correct representation of target force but reproduce this incorrectly

truly applied joint torques, was able to accurately predict the systematic errors. Yet the origins

in the CCW trials, resulting in an identically oriented reproduction ellipse as in the reference

of these errors in human force perception remain unclear.

trials. However, if these systematic errors arose through an incorrect representation, then we
hypothesize that subjects would produce a 90°-rotated ellipse relative to the reference trials.

The goal of this study is to determine whether these systematic errors arise from an incorrect

The absence of any rotation in our results demonstrate that the forces were represented

representation of the forces or incorrect execution of the correct representation. To be able

correctly, and the systematic errors arise as execution errors during reproduction. Moreover,

to distinguish between a representation error and an execution error, we conducted an

the results suggest that the sensorimotor system does not attempt to match the sensory

experiment where subjects were asked to produce a force while receiving visual feedback

percept or the motor commands, but instead develops an internal representation of the forces.

about the desired magnitude and direction. Subsequently, subjects needed to reproduce
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the same force magnitude in either the same direction (reference trial) or a 90°- counterclockwise (CCW) rotated direction (CCW trial). Based on Chapter 3, we expect a reproduction
ellipse with the major axis oriented towards the shoulder for the reference trials. For the force
reproduction during CCW trials, two hypothetical outcomes might occur:

A

monitor

B
1

2

l2

H1: The subject obtains a correct representation of the force during the target trial and
subsequently incorrectly reproduces this correct representation in a 90°-CCW rotated
direction, resulting in the same reproduction ellipse as found for the reference trials (i.e.

Target trial

P1

trigger buttton

an execution error).

y

H2: The subject obtains an incorrect representation during the target trial, i.e. perceives
the systematic errors (reference ellipse), and subsequently correctly reproduces this

l1

ϕe

Reference trial

ϕs

CCW trial
3b

3a
4a

4b

x

force in a 90°-CCW rotated direction, resulting in a 90°-rotated reference ellipse (i.e. a
representation error).

5.2 Materials and Methods
5.2.1 Subjects
Twelve subjects (age 28.4 SD 2.2 years; 7 men, all right-handed), with no history of neural or
muscular deficits, participated in the experiment. Subjects were verbally informed about the
experimental protocol and signed an informed consent prior to participation in the study. This
study was approved by the local institutional ethics review board (Human Research Ethics
Committee TU Delft).

5.2.2 Experimental setup and protocol

Figure 5.1 A. Experimental setup. Subjects were seated in a chair and held a spherical handle
with their right hand in front of their right shoulder. They held a trigger button in their left
hand to initiate the force measurements. During the target trials, visual feedback consisted
of an open (target) and a filled (applied force) circle. During the reproduction trials, only a
dotted line indicating the reproduction direction was shown, without feedback of the applied
force. B. Experimental protocol. The target trial started with the applied force cursor in the
center of the screen and the target in one of the eight target positions (1). The subject was
instructed to operate the trigger button when the applied force aligned with the target (2).
Subsequently, during the reproduction trial, the reproduction direction was presented (3a:
the same direction for the reference trial, 3b: 90°-CCW-rotated direction for the CCW trial).
Subjects operated the trigger button when they believed to be applying the correct force in
the desired direction (4a/b).

Subjects sat in a chair with their torso restrained using a four-point seatbelt and held a
spherical handle attached to a fixed force sensor (ATI mini 45, Calibration SI-145-5, sensitivity
1/16N) with their right hand. The arm was oriented such that their hand was located directly

Subjects performed the force reproduction task at two force levels (5N and 15N) in eight force

in front of their right shoulder with the palm of the hand pointed downwards (see Figure 5.1).

directions (equal 45° increments from straight-ahead). Each force level and force direction

To prevent fatigue, the subject’s arm was supported against gravity using a rope connected

was repeated eight times for the reference series and eight times for the CCW series. All

to the ceiling. Subjects were asked to perform paired trials of generating a force against the

conditions were pseudo randomized per subject such that subjects never encountered two

static handle in specific directions in the horizontal plane. These paired trials consisted of a

identical conditions in a row. A trigger button was held in the left hand, which triggered a 0.3s

target trial followed by a reproduction trial. In a target trial, subjects were required to produce

force measurement at a sample frequency of 500Hz. Subjects were instructed to press the

a force in a specific direction by matching the magnitude and direction of the target force and

trigger button when the applied force cursor was inside the target (target trial) or when the

the exerted force vector using visual feedback on a monitor. The force target and exerted

subject believed they were reproducing the force correctly (reference and CCW trial).

force were displayed as an open and filled circle respectively, with diameter of 1cm. In a
reproduction trial, subjects had to reproduce the same force magnitude from the previous
target trial in either the same direction (reference trial) or in a 90°-CCW rotated direction (CCW

5.2.3 Data analysis

trial). In a reproduction trial, only the desired direction for the trial was indicated by a dashed

The measured forces were averaged over the 0.3s measurement time. For each trial

line starting in the center of the screen with the same length as the distance to the target. No

type (reference trial and CCW trial), this resulted in eight target force estimates and eight

feedback of the force applied by the subject was provided during these reproduction trials.

reproduction force estimates per force direction per subject. For each trial type, these 64 force
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Joint-torque-scaling model predictions

φH2

Our group previously developed a validated joint-torque-scaling model (Chapter 3 and
Chapter 4), see equation 5.2-5.5. This model predicts the torques that the subject applies by
performing the following three steps: 1) It determines the shoulder joint, elbow joint and the
bi-articular contributions to generate the required target force by transforming this target force
using the joint-to-endpoint Jacobian (see equation 5.2 and equation 5.3); 2) It subsequently
scales these joint contributions with experimentally determined joint-torque-dependent scaling

Target ellipse
Reference ellipse
H1: execution error (CCW ellipse)
H2: representation error (CCW ellipse)

Figure 5.2 The joint torque scaling model was used to predict the experimental outcomes for
the reference trials (dashed red) and the hypothesized CCW ellipses: H1 (execution error,
dashed green) and H2 (representation error, dotted green). The orientation of the ellipses
is taken from the direction of the major axis of the ellipse. For H1 the orientation coincides
with the orientation of the reference ellipse, and for H2 the orientation would make a
90°-CCW-rotated relative to the orientation of the reference ellipse.

factors (equation 5.4, see also Chapter 4) and 3) It transforms the newly found joint torques
back to end-point level using the joint-to-endpoint Jacobian (equation 5.5).
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5.3 Results
The ellipses for both hypotheses assume that the CCW reproduction ellipse retains the same
shape as the reference reproduction ellipse (Figure 5.2). However, it can be seen that both

The joint-torque-scaling model was used to predict the reproduction ellipses for our two

the single subject (Figure 5.3A) and group average results (Figure 5.3B) demonstrate that the

hypotheses, H1 and H2, which are shown in Figure 5.2. The first possibility (H1) suggests

CCW reproduction ellipse is slightly different. Nevertheless, the similarity percentage shows

that the systematic error in force reproduction arises purely through execution errors. That

that the CCW reproduction ellipse is significantly more similar to the reference reproduction

is, the sensorimotor system develops the appropriate representation of the desired force,

ellipse (5N: 81.6% (SD: 3.2); 15N: 79.7% (SD: 5.3)) than to the 90°-rotated reference ellipse

but scales the values inappropriately during the execution stage. As the systematic error

(5N: 74.9% (SD: 5.2); 15N: 60.6% (SD: 4.6)) (F1,11 = 257.2; p = 10-6).

arises purely in the execution stage, it does not matter in which direction the target trials
occurred. Therefore, the prediction of this hypothesis is that the systematic errors for the
90°-rotated condition (CCW trials) will occur in the same direction as those of the reference

A

Typical subject

B

Group average

condition. On the other hand, the second hypothesis (H2) is that the systematic errors in the
force reproduction arise purely through errors in the representation. As such, this hypothesis
suggests that the errors arise during the initial target trials and the storing of this sensorimotor
information in a representation that can be used on the subsequent trial. The prediction of such
a possibility is that the systematic errors for the 90°-rotated condition (CCW trials) will occur
with a 90°-rotated relative to the reference condition. It is important to note that both of these
hypotheses neglect the possibility that the systematic errors arise through a combination of

10N

both representation and execution errors. For the model predictions, we used the mean arm
parameters (arm lengths and shoulder and elbow angles) of the group for the joint-to-endpoint
Jacobian, the two force levels from the current study and the scaling parameters adopted
from a previous study (Chapter 4). The predicted reference ellipses are compared to the
experimentally measured reference ellipses as a validation of the joint-torque-scaling model.

5.2.4 Statistics
To test the hypotheses, we tested the reproduction ellipse orientations using paired t-tests
between the orientations of the CCW reproduction ellipse and the orientation corresponding to
H1 and H2 for both force levels. To compare the similarity between the test data set and those
corresponding to H1 and H2, we tested the similarity percentages using a repeated measures
ANOVA, with force level (5N, 15N) and hypothetical outcomes (H1, H2) as factors. In all tests,
the α (0.05) was Bonferroni corrected.
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Reference reproduction ellipse
CCW reproduction ellipse
Force targets
Reference reproduced forces (mean + SEM)
CCW reproduced forces (mean + SEM)

Figure 5.3 A) The mean force estimates for one typical subject. The blue stars represent
the eight force targets, and the means and standard error of the mean are shown for the
reference reproduction trials (red) and the CCW reproduction trials (green). The best-fit
force reproduction ellipses for the reference (red) and CCW (green) trials are shown. B) The
group averaged force estimates for the reference (red) and CCW (green) data. Additionally,
we compared the orientations of the CCW reproduction ellipse with the orientations of
the reference (H1) and 90°-rotated reference (H2) ellipses (Figure 5.4). The results show
that the orientation of the CCW reproduction ellipse is significantly different from the
orientation of the 90°-rotated reference ellipse corresponding with H2 (5N: t11 = 14.153,
p= 10-6; 15N: t11 = 7.203, p = 10-6) and is not significantly different from the orientation
corresponding with H1 (5N: t11 = 0.939, p= 0.368; 15N: t11 = -0.179, p = 0.861).
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5N
φH1

φCCW

15N
φCCW

90

φH1

direction (CCW trials). The found similarity percentages show that the CCW reproduction
ellipse is more similar to the reference reproduction ellipse (H1) than the 90°-rotated reference
reproduction ellipse (H2). This indicates that the systematic error in human force perception

90

is most likely an execution error that occurs during the reproduction phase. This conclusion is
strengthened by comparing the orientations of the ellipses, which show that the orientation of
the ellipse from the CCW trials is significantly different from the orientation of the 90°-rotated
reference ellipse and not significantly different from the orientation of the reference ellipse.

180

0

180

0

φH2

The CCW ellipse and reference ellipse are not identical, suggesting that the systematic
error cannot be completely explained by one of the hypotheses. However, if the systematic
errors would be a combination of an execution and representation error, we would expect
that the CCW reproduction ellipse would rotate towards the 90°-rotated reference ellipse,

φH2

corresponding to H2. Our results show that the orientation of the CCW reproduction ellipse
is similar to the orientation of the reference reproduction ellipse and that the differences are
270

270
Reference reproduction ellipse orientation (H1)
Rotated reproduction ellipse orientation (H2)
CCW reproduction ellipse orientation (CCW)
SEM

ϕCCW
ϕCCWellipses (green;ϕAAI)
Figure 5.4 Mean
orientation of the CCW reproduction
CCW compared with the
ϕ
mean orientation
of the reference ellipses (red; ϕAV)
reference ellipses
ϕH1
H1
H 1 and the 90°-rotated
(magenta; ϕ
AA).
error of theϕmean of the orientations
ϕH 2
H 2 The dotted lines represent the standard
H2
over subjects. The results show that the orientation of the CCW reproduction ellipse is
different from the orientation representing H2 and similar to the orientation representing
H1.

found in the shape of the ellipse.. Therefore, we suggest that the differences are caused by
the rotation itself and not by a combination of a representation and execution error.

5.4.2 Origin of the systematic errors
With the experiment performed in the current study, we are unable to exactly determine where
this internal representation is stored and where the systematic errors originate. However, by
considering the flow of information in a sensorimotor control point of view, we can speculate
about the origin. A common theory in movement studies proposes that the CNS uses sensory
information from self-generated forces (reafference feedback) to predict the sensory percept
and compares this prediction with the real sensory percept (Bays and Wolpert 2007). Shergill
et al. 2003 proposed that this causes the systematic errors in force perception (Shergill et
al. 2003). However, subjects passively received an externally applied force on their finger

To validate the joint-torque-scaling model, we determined the similarity percentage between
the experimentally found reference reproduction ellipses and the reproduction ellipses
predicted by the joint-torque-scaling model. We found that the predictions for the force level
of 15N are accurate (similarity percentage of 90.2%), however the predictions for the force
level of 5N are too low (similarity percentage of 58.2%). Potentially, other mechanisms such
as central tendency biases, non-linearity’s or noise play a role in the systematic errors at low
force levels.

5.4 Discussion
5.4.1 Representation error vs Execution error

and matched this force by actively applying the force with the same finger. In our study, the
subjects self-generate the forces for both the target and reproduction trial in the same way.
The reafference feedback should therefore be the same for both trials. Reafference feedback
is thus not the sole factor for systematic errors in force perception (Chapter 2).
Previous studies showed that the systematic errors in force perception can be explained at
joint level (Chapter 3 and 4). This suggests that these errors are most likely caused by a
mismatch in sensory information or motor commands. In the current study, we show that when
subjects reproduce the force in a different (90°-rotated) direction, they make approximately
the same errors as when the target force was exerted in the reproduction direction (Figure
5.3). By changing the reproduction direction, there is a change in the muscles generating the
force, motor commands and sensory information. Therefore, the findings of the current study

In this study we analyzed whether the systematic errors in human force perception are

suggest that the subjects do not try to obtain the same sensory information or execute the

representation errors or execution errors. We specified a force and its direction and had subjects

same motor commands when reproducing the previously experienced force. This suggests

reproduce the same amount of force in either the same (reference trials) or a 90°-CCW-rotated

that humans develop an internal representation of the force magnitude.
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During target trials, the subjects apply the correct force vector due to the visual support.

the higher force level. More validation is needed to determine the accuracy and extent of the

Since the errors are execution errors, we assume that the sensory information is unbiased.

joint-torque-scaling model.

A correct representation of the magnitude and direction of the force is stored. During the
reproduction trials, this representation is recalled by a motor program that will activate the
necessary muscles, resulting in a biased reproduction force. The errors then arise somewhere
between storing and executing the force.

5.4.4 Impact for Neuroscience
Mismatches between sensory modalities are a commonly used method to analyze how
humans adapt. In these studies, it is assumed that the subject are able to correctly adapt to

It is proposed that the cerebellum, basal ganglia and primary motor cortex play an important role

the presented error between sensory modalities. Current study shows that the errors might

in motor learning (Shmuelof and Krakauer 2011). A reaching task study by Pekny et al. 2015

originate at a higher brain level and are not caused by comparison of sensory information

showed that the basal ganglia is associated with the reward-dependent control of movement

or motor commands. Currently, the systematic errors within the sensory modalities are not

variability (Pekny, Izawa, and Shadmehr 2015), i.e. the basal ganglia makes humans change

taken into account in sensory weighting or sensory adaptation studies. The systematic errors

their strategy when they are aware that they are performing the task incorrectly. Since subjects

in the human sensory system could play an important role in finding the mechanisms behind

did not receive feedback on task performance in our study, it is unlikely that the systematic

adaptation and motor learning and should be taken into account when designing studies into

errors solely originate in the basal ganglia.

human behavior.

The cerebellum can compute estimates of sensory consequences of motor commands
(Shmuelof and Krakauer 2011). Wolpert & Miall described this sensory prediction using a
forward model (Wolpert and Miall 1996). In the current experiment, the subjects generated
the force in the same way in both the target and reproduction trials. The motor commands,
and thus the sensory prediction, are assumed to be the same, and therefore exclude such
mechanisms (Chapter 2). It is proposed that the parietal cortex receives the output of a
cerebellar forward model and integrates this with the peripheral sensory feedback (Tanaka,
Sejnowski, and Krakauer 2009). Dijkerman & De Haan 2007 suggests that the posterior
parietal cortex subserves both perception and action, whereas the insula cortex principally
subserves perceptual recognition and learning (Dijkerman and De Haan 2007). This is in
line with the general idea that the cortical areas are not only specialized for the on-line
processing of information, but also serve as the locations where information is permanently
stored (McClelland, McNaughton, and O’Reilly 1994). Possibly, the representation of the
experienced force is stored here and the systematic errors originate in the integration of this
representation with the current sensory input.

5.4.3 Model predictions
For the 15N force level, the predicted reproduction forces were accurate. However, the
predicted reproduction forces were lower than those experimentally found for the 5N force
level. These results do not affect the previously discussed findings, but provide insights into
the validity of the model. The 5N force level was deliberately chosen outside of the range of
forces that the model was developed for. The model was based on measurements between
10N and 70N; there may be non-linear effects at lower force levels (<10N). Another explanation
might be that the underestimation of the model for the 5N force level is caused by a central
tendency bias (Chapter 2; Poulton 1982), i.e. the forces for this force level are affected by
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Chapter 6
Discussion

6.1 Conclusions
The hand is the end effector of the human arm and allows us to manipulate and interact with
the world. Haptic devices allow us to interact with virtual environments or perform remote
tasks, i.e. tele-manipulation. For optimal human-machine interaction, the human should be
included in the design of haptic devices. However, human perception is often neglected when
designing haptic devices. In this thesis, I focused on the accuracy of human force perception
in order to improve haptic human-machine interaction. Force perception and especially active
force perception is seldom addressed in literature. The studies in this thesis investigate which
factors influence the accuracy of force perception of the human arm and how we can predict
these systematic errors. In this thesis, three main conclusions arise:

where you experience the force, as the error solely depends on where it is executed. With this
conclusion, we are able to use the joint-torque-scaling model to predict the systematic errors
in human force perception.

6.2 Guidelines
With the research of this thesis, guidelines for haptic system design, force feedback design and
neuroscience can be derived. Previous research in human force perception focused mostly on
the random errors (precision) of force perception and the just noticeable differences (JNDs)
(Gurari et al. 2009; Jones 1989; Wu et al. 2011). These studies show that humans passively
can distinguish very low forces. Because of these findings, perfect human force perception is
typically assumed in haptic system design. This assumption requires haptic systems to have

C1. Human force perception comprises systematic errors (Chapters 2 – 4)
Human force perception comprises random errors and systematic errors. The random errors
can be explained by the variability of the human, e.g. sensorimotor noise. The systematic
errors vary considerably with the experimental conditions. In our studies, we found that these
systematic errors made at hand-level depend on force magnitude, force direction and arm
posture.

C2. Systematic errors in force perception originate at joint level and are predictable
(Chapters 3 & 4)
In our studies, we show that the systematic errors in force perception changed with arm
posture, which could not be explained using an ego-centric reference frame, as was shown for
errors in position perception (Flash et al. 2013; Kappers 2003). We were able to explain most
of the systematic errors by scaling the joint torques. Our joint-torque-scaling model is able to
capture almost 90% of the systematic error. The model uses two factors: 1) the joint torque
dependent scaling factors for each of the joints (shoulder, elbow) and bi-articular contributions
and 2) the joint-to-endpoint Jacobian (Hogan) that describes the orientation of the arm. The
model captures the effects of force magnitude, force direction and arm posture. Using the
model, we are able to predict the systematic errors in human force perception in 2DOF. This
provides compelling evidence that the systematic errors at hand-level originate at joint-level,
and likely even at muscle level.

a high level of transparency. Transparency describes how accurately the forces measured
at the remote environment are displayed to the operator. When actively interacting with an
environment, the ability to perceive forces will change due to the movements and muscle
contractions. Until now, the design of haptic devices mainly focused on making the device as
good as possible, i.e. improving the technical aspects of the design without taking the human
into account. Using the conclusions from this thesis, I determined a number of guidelines for
the field of haptics and neuroscience.

1. Take the accuracy of human force perception into account to make haptic
devices more affordable.
Haptic systems are typically designed to present forces as accurately as possible, implicitly
assuming human force perception to be perfect. To obtain a high level of transparency, haptic
system designers use expensive sensors and actuators and stiff master devices. This results
in unnecessarily expensive haptic devices and limits the use of haptic feedback to be applied
more broadly. The results from our studies show that the current assumptions about the
accuracy and precision of human force perception used for haptic system design are not
correct (Chapter 2 – 4). To interact with the human operator, the accuracy of the haptic device
only needs to be marginally better than the accuracy of the human operator. When using
force feedback, which is affected by time delays and the stiffness of the human, stability of the
system as a whole needs to be guaranteed. Therefore, the stability of the system can be used
as the more important design criterion. These findings can relax the specifications for haptic
manipulators, thereby making them more affordable and more broadly applied.

C3. The systematic errors in force perception are execution errors (Chapter 5)
The systematic errors in human force perception are execution errors and not representation

2. Compensate for the systematic errors in human force perception

errors. Similar systematic errors occur when reproducing a force that was experienced either

For human-machine interaction involving forces, it is important that the force information is

in a direction equal to or different than the reproduction direction. These results indicate that

interpreted correctly by the human operator. Changes in force magnitude, force direction or

the errors arise when executing the force and not when experiencing them, i.e. the systematic

arm posture will alter how the systematic errors affect the interaction between human and

error depends on the execution direction. This finding shows that the errors do not depend on

machine. In situations where the tele-manipulation system is interacting with heavy loads,
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the forces from the master to the slave are usually scaled. The systematic errors in the

Previous research into position perception proposed that an ego-centric reference frame is

control forces from the operator will be scaled proportionally and result in different forces

used for arm movements, i.e. the movements and corrections are performed with respect

than the operator intended. This will result in mismatches in sensory information between

to a central point in the body (Flash et al. 2013; Press and Soechting 1982). Studies are

what the operator is seeing and feeling. To improve haptic feedback and the operator’s task

inconsistent whether the central point is located in the center of the body, the shoulder, or

performance, we suggest to compensate for the systematic errors in human force generation.

the hand. One reason for this inconsistency could be that different sensory modalities might

One option to compensate for the systematic errors is to correct the forces from the human

deliver sensory information in different reference frames.

operator. For example, the forces that the operator applied to the master device can be
corrected before applying them to the slave manipulator.

In contrast to the findings for position perception, our results show that the systematic errors in
force perception are best explained at joint level. The joint-torque-scaling model, which uses

When performing a task, the orientation of the arm will change constantly, thus producing

the arm orientation, accurately describes the effects of force magnitude, force direction and

changes in the magnitude and direction of the systematic errors. Because we can predict

arm posture on the systematic errors in human force perception in the horizontal plane. These

the systematic errors using the joint-torque-scaling model (Chapter 3; Chapter 4), we are

findings suggests that sensory information is provided or processed in different reference

able to adjust the forces to the accuracy of human force generation in real time. Since the

frames for each sensory modality. To understand how humans control their body, it is important

systematic errors only depend on where the operator applies a force, and not on where the

to take the processing of sensory information into account.

operator originally perceived the force (Chapter 5), the model can be used to compensate for
the systematic errors of human force generation. For guidance forces, i.e. forces designed
by an intelligent system that are assisting the human operator, this indicates that humans
will perceive the correct force. However, the assisting forces might affect the control forces
applied by the human operator and thus change the systematic errors.
For shared control, where an intelligent system is assisting the human operator, the operator
is usually guided towards an optimal path by forces (Boessenkool et al. 2011, 2012; van
Oosterhout et al. 2015). The forces fed back to the operator provide information about the
position error, e.g. deviation from the desired path and direction to correct. The magnitude of
the designed forces will depend on the task, i.e. deviation from the ideal path and authority
dedicated to the shared controller. Since the correct force magnitude to feed back to the
human operator is unknown, the forces used in shared control are currently chosen arbitrarily.
However, these forces do affect the position of the hand of the human operator and the
amount of force the operator needs to apply to perform the task. To design an optimal shared
controller, we need to take the systematic errors of human force generation into account.

3. The errors for different modalities originate in different reference frames

4. The central nervous system does not simply compare sensory information or
motor commands to control the body
A common understanding is that when repeating actions, the central nervous system applies
the same set of motor commands or tries to obtain the same sensory feedback. In our study,
we show that the systematic errors are similar when reproducing the force in the previously
experienced direction and in a different direction (Chapter 5). Since both sensory information
and motor commands will change with force direction, this indicates that the central nervous
system does not simply compare sensory information or use the same motor commands.
Most likely, the errors originate at some higher level in the brain, where a more general
representation is made of the action.

6.3 Reflections
The conclusions and guidelines above are based on the findings in the studies described in
Chapters 2 – 5 from this thesis. The findings provide a novel view on human force perception,
but there still are remaining questions and considerations. In the following paragraphs I will
reflect on the outcomes and their impact and limitations.

Within the field of neuroscience, research focuses on the how humans control their body. The
central nervous system actuates the muscles using motor commands and receives sensory
information to know what movements the body is making and to correct for errors (Körding

6.3.1 Usability and validity of force feedback

and Wolpert 2004, 2006). How the central nervous system uses and integrates sensory

With the inaccuracy of human force perception, one could wonder whether we should use

information from different sensory modalities is not yet clear. One important part is knowing

force feedback at all. Since the systematic errors are execution errors in force generation, we

what reference frame or coordinate system the central nervous system uses (Flash et al.

can assume that humans perceive force accurately. However, a previous study where subjects

2013).

had to verbally reproduce an externally applied force showed that force perception is also
inaccurate (van Beek, Tiest, and Kappers 2013). Previous research shows that even without
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taking the systematic errors into account, the addition of haptic feedback significantly improves

6.3.3 Central tendency bias

task performance with respect to no haptic feedback (Abbink et al. 2011; Boessenkool et al.

Central tendency bias is the dependency of the systematic error on the range of forces, i.e.

2012; Mulder et al. 2012; Wildenbeest et al. 2012). These studies show the potential effect of

the errors for the upper and lower parts of the range will be biased towards the mean of the

using force feedback to improve the operator’s task performance. Although the improvements

range (Poulton 1982). Our studies show that the human force perception is affected by a

are statistically significant, it is interesting to see if they can be improved when taking the

central tendency bias (Chapter 2). When performing tasks using a haptic master – slave

systematic errors into account.

system, the magnitude of forces is constantly changing depending on the tasks the operator
is performing. Because the forces change during the task, it is important to take into account

6.3.2 Free air tasks vs in contact tasks
Different tasks require different forms of haptic feedback. Therefore, the effect of systematic

that the magnitude of the systematic error depends on the range of forces that is generated by
the operator. Our joint- torque-scaling model is based on measurements per force level and
does not take the central tendency bias into account.

errors in human force perception will likely also change with the task. For example, in free
air movements the position of movements is controlled and the operator receives position

It is known that the central tendency bias increases the systematic errors at the outer parts

information in addition to the haptic guidance forces. In this case, there is information from

of the force range (Poulton 1982). Although we cannot quantify the size of the effect within

more sensory modalities to correct for the errors. Additionally, free air movements are

our studies, I suggest that it is possible to take the central tendency bias effect in to account

trained with visual feedback. It was found that haptic guidance had its greatest effect on free

by using Bayesian statistics, i.e. integrating sensory information using their uncertainty to

air movements (Boessenkool et al. 2012). This can be explained by the multiple sensory

obtain a more accurate estimate (Körding and Wolpert 2004). Using this theory, we can add

modalities providing position information. The haptic guidance forces provide additional

the mean of the used force range as an additional estimate (similar to the prior) to change

position information through the force sensors. The sensory information from the different

the estimates at the outer parts of the range (Körding 2007). In Bayesian statistics, the final

sensory modalities are combined to form a more accurate position estimate (Körding and

estimate will be closer to the more precise of the two estimates. Therefore, we can change

Wolpert 2004, 2006; Körding 2007).

the effect of the central tendency bias by changing the uncertainty we give to this additional
estimate. The relative effect of the central tendency bias needs to be determined to be able to

During in contact tasks, the operator interacts with the environment, therefore the movements

adjust the uncertainty of this parameter.

of the operator will be constrained in one or more degrees of freedom. In these tasks, the haptic
feedback will provide information about the interaction forces in the constrained directions. For
example, when bolting a screw the forces applied on the screw are fed back. Since there will

6.3.4 State of the joint-torque-scaling model

be no other sensory modalities providing additional information, the systematic errors in force

The joint-torque-scaling model is able to predict the systematic errors of human force

perception will affect the operator’s task performance most in these tasks. By compensating

perception, but what is the state of the model? The model is based on measurements between

the errors during in contact tasks, we could improve task performance.

10N and 70N in four arm postures in the horizontal plane. The accuracy of the model is almost
90%, indicating that the model is able to predict the magnitude of the systematic errors very

An important question that remains is whether we need the absolute magnitude of the forces or

well (Chapter 4). Although the model is verified by determining the model parameters on the

we only use the relative change of the force. As stated before, the ideal magnitude of guidance

data of three arm postures and predicting the data of the remaining fourth arm posture for

forces is still unknown. In free air tasks, the magnitude of the forces is commonly used as a

each arm posture, the model needs to be validated using additional experiments.

measure of authority of the shared controller. When making contact with the environment, i.e.,
contact transition tasks, haptic feedback is mainly used to create awareness of the transition,

To validate the model, we can repeat the experiments on different force levels within and

whereas the magnitude of the force is not used. However, it is still unknown whether the

outside the force range of the model and compare the measurements with the model

absolute force plays an important role for in contact tasks. Perhaps only the change in force is

predictions. Although the experiment in Chapter 5 was not designed to validate the model,

used as an indicator and only awareness of contact is important.

we used the model to predict the hypothesis of this experiment. The outcomes show that
for the force level of 15N, which lies within the range of the model, the model predictions
were accurate (similarity percentage of 90.2%, see Chapter 5). However, for the force level
of 5N, which was chosen outside the range of the model, the predictions were lower than the
measured errors (similarity percentage of 58.2%, see Chapter 5). More extensive validation
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is needed to determine the extent to which the model accurately predicts and potentially

When interacting with haptic systems, the forces are applied to an active arm. In our studies,

compensates the systematic errors of human force perception.

we decided to perform reproduction trials where the subject actively generated the forces
during the target and reproduction trial in the same way. By keeping the force generation

To better understand how the CNS controls the human body, we can combine the model

the same between trials, we make sure that the sensory information and motor commands

predictions of the errors in force perception with existing knowledge about errors in position

are similar between the two trials. Because we instruct the subject to reproduce the force

perception. Human behavior models, such as Kalman filters (Wolpert et al. 1995) and

as accurately as possible and we assume that the sensory percept does not change, this

maximum likelihood estimator models (MLE) (Mugge et al. 2009), require the accuracy of all

provides a clean measure for the accuracy of the human force perception or generation.

sensors involved. A previous study used a MLE model to describe how humans weigh sensory
information from force sense and position sense, and the dependence on the stiffness of the

One study into human force perception showed contradictory results in comparison with our

environment (Mugge et al. 2009). By combining the accuracy and precision of both force

studies (van Beek et al. 2013). In this study, subject received an externally applied force on

and position sensors, we are able to predict human behavior. With such a model, we can

an active arm and they had to verbally describe the magnitude and direction of the force.

determine the effect of different forms of haptic feedback on task performance and determine

Interestingly, the results from this study showed similar force reproduction ellipses, but they

how humans trust haptic feedback, i.e. determine how humans weight the force information

were 90° rotated. It is not clear what caused these differences, but in our experiments the

with respect to position information.

subject perceives the forces in both trials. This shows that the differences between perceiving
and matching/reproducing the force affect the accuracy of human force perception. The

6.3.5 Power grip vs precision grip

studies from this thesis provide valuable information for haptic system and feedback design,
as well as novel insight into how humans control their body.

In haptic applications, the operator usually holds a joystick or a manipulator using their
whole hand, which is called a power grip. Our experiments focused on this form of grip and
the found results hold for situations using a power grip. When looking into surgical robots,
the surgeon most likely will use a precision grip. The handle of the manipulator will be held
between the finger tips. The force perception in a precision grip most likely will not change

6.4 Recommendations
6.4.1 Dynamic force perception

with arm posture, because the wrist joint is mainly used to control the device and only low

The work in this thesis describes the accuracy of static force perception of the human arm

forces are usually applied. The accuracy of force perception with a precision grip is likely to

in the horizontal plane. This provides a clear overview of the accuracy of the force sensors.

be similar to the previously found results of the accuracy of force perception on the finger

However, in most haptic applications, the arm will be moving while interacting. Therefore, it

(Shergill et al. 2003; Walsh et al. 2011). These findings are similar to the findings in our

is necessary to analyze the accuracy of dynamic force perception. In this way, the interaction

studies; however, the systematic errors in precision grip might depend on additional factors.

between force and position sensors can also be determined. Previous studies show the effect

By performing our protocols with a precision grip, one can determine the systematic errors we

of forces (e.g. force fields) on the position sense during movement tasks (Burdet et al. 2001;

need to compensate for.

Franklin et al. 2008). For the dynamic force sense, it is possible to adopt some of the protocols
done previously to determine the effect of (continuous) position changes on the accuracy of

6.3.6 Methodological considerations
To determine the accuracy of human force perception, we commonly compare the
measurements between two subsequent trials. Discrimination thresholds, i.e. the smallest

force perception.

6.4.2 Add variance to the joint-torque-scaling model

detectable difference, is determined by comparing two externally applied forces and asking

The joint-torque-scaling model does not take into account human variability, i.e. the random

the subject to judge which is the larger one (Gurari et al. 2009; Jones 1989; Wu et al. 2011).

errors. Because the random errors are different over humans and unpredictable, they are

Previous studies into the accuracy of force perception asked subjects to actively match an

difficult to compensate for in haptic system design. The variance within a subject could be

externally applied force using their finger (Shergill et al. 2003; Walsh et al. 2011) or match

used as a selection criteria for operators in haptic tele- manipulation systems. Neuroscience

contractions between arms (Jones and Hunter 1982). In these studies there is a difference in

models that attempt to predict human behavior use the uncertainty of the sensors to determine

perception and generation of force between the two subsequent trials.

the weight factors used by the CNS to combine the sensory information. For these models,
it would be valuable to extend the model to predict both the accuracy and the precision of
human force perception.
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Haptic technology is more and more widely used to improve human interaction with devices,

Chapter four assesses the effect of force magnitude on the force reproduction error in the

for example in touch screens of smartphones that vibrate when touched. Another application

horizontal plane. Three groups of subjects performed the force reproduction protocol in eight

is haptic-tele-manipulation where a human controls a slave manipulator (e.g. a surgical-robot)

force directions and in two arm postures at three force levels (group1: 10N, group2: 40N and

by using a master device (e.g. a joystick). In haptic-tele-manipulation, forces measured at the

group3: 70N). Results show that the orientation of the reproduction ellipses changes with arm

slave manipulator are fed back to the human operator is order to improve task performance.

posture but not with force level, indicating that the arm biomechanics (i.e. arm orientation)

Currently, human force perception is neglected in haptic system design, implicitly assuming

affect the directional and force effects. Additionally, the results show that force level affects

perfect force perception, requiring high performance of the master and slave devices. The

the force reproduction error differently depending on the force direction, i.e. increased force

goal of this thesis is to identify key factors that influence isometric (static) force perception,

magnitude increases the errors in the direction of the shoulder and decreases the errors in the

and to develop metrics and computational models that quantify and predict this influence.

perpendicular direction. To incorporate the force level dependency of the force reproduction
error, a novel joint-torque-dependent joint-torque-scaling model is developed, which allows us

To reach this goal, isometric force reproduction experiments were performed in which subjects

to accurately predict the force reproduction errors in the horizontal plane between 10N and

were asked to actively generate the target and reproduction force using the same hand. In this

70N.

thesis, we analyzed the influences of different factors using the same experimental protocol.
Subjects were asked to perform series of two interchanging trials: matching an onscreen force

In chapter five, we present an experimental study to examine whether the systematic errors

in magnitude and direction (target trial), and subsequently reproducing the same force vector

result from an incorrect representation of forces or incorrect execution of correctly represented

without visual feedback (reproduction trial). The difference in forces exerted during the target

forces. In this experiment we asked the subjects to reproduce the same magnitude of force

and reproduction trial is called the force reproduction error.

(5N or 15N) in either the same direction (reference trial) or in a 90°-counter-clockwise-rotated
direction (CCW trial). We hypothesize that if the force reproduction errors arose through an

In chapter two, we analyzed the effect of force magnitude on the force reproduction error

execution error, subjects would obtain the correct representation of target force but reproduce

and position reproduction error in one degree of freedom (DOF). Subjects performed force

this incorrectly in the CCW trials, resulting in an identically oriented reproduction ellipse

reproduction tasks at different force levels (10N – 160N, with 30N increments), against a

as in the reference trials. However, if these systematic errors arose through an incorrect

fixed handle, and performed a position reproduction task against a haptic manipulator, which

representation, then we hypothesize that subjects would produce a 90°-rotated ellipse relative

applied constant opposing forces. Subjects reproduced too high forces for low force levels

to the reference trials. The absence of any rotation in our results demonstrates that the

(<40N) and too low forces for high force levels (>130N). No effect of force level on the position

forces were represented correctly, and the systematic errors arise as execution errors during

reproduction error was found. If the force reproduction error is exclusively caused by the

reproduction. Moreover, the results suggest that the sensorimotor system does not attempt

reafference feedback (by the CNS predicted sensory feedback caused by self-generated

to match the sensory percept or the motor commands, but instead develops an internal

forces), the force reproduction error should disappear when both target and reproduction

representation of the forces.

force are self-generated. The results of this study show an effect of force level on the
force reproduction error, indicating that reafference feedback is not the sole factor in force

In chapter six the main results of the thesis are discussed, where we present three overall

reproduction tasks.

conclusions: 1) Human force perception comprises systematic errors; 2) Systematic errors
in force perception originate at joint level and are predictable; 3) The systematic errors in

In chapter three, we analyzed the effect of force direction and arm-posture on the force

force perception are execution errors. Based on these overall conclusions we provide two

reproduction error in the horizontal plane. The force reproduction protocol was performed

guidelines for haptic system design (H) and two guidelines for neuroscience (N): H1) Take

in eight force directions and in four arm postures at a force level of 10N. Results showed

the accuracy of human force perception into account to make haptic devices more affordable;

that the force reproduction error depends on force direction. The orientation of the ellipses

H2) Compensate for the systematic errors in human force perception; N1) The errors for

fitted through the reproduction forces changed with arm posture and the least accurate

different modalities originate in different reference frames; N2) The central nervous system

direction aligned with the shoulder in all postures. For each of the four arm postures, a joint

does not simply compare sensory information or motor commands to control the body. The

torque scaling model based on arm biomechanics was fitted to the other three postures and

work described in this thesis provides novel insight in the accuracy of human force perception,

was shown to accurately explain the reproduction ellipse. This chapter shows that force

presents a model that can accurately predict the force reproduction error, and provides the

reproduction depends on force direction and arm posture, which corresponds with our model

first steps in determining where the errors originate.

based on arm biomechanics and suggests that the force reproduction errors at the endpoint
originate at the joint torque level.
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Samenvatting
Haptische technologie word steeds vaker gebruikt om mens-machine interactie te verbeteren,

werd uitgevoerd in acht krachtsrichtingen en in vier arm-houdingen op een krachtniveau van

neem bijvoorbeeld de touchscreens van smartphones die vibreren wanneer je ze aanraakt.

10N. De resultaten laten zien dat de kracht reproductie fout afhangt van de richting van de

Een ander voorbeeld is haptische-tele-manipulatie, waar een mens een slave-robot (b.v. een

kracht. De oriëntatie van de ellipsen, die door de gemeten reproductie krachten gefit zijn, laten

operatie-robot) in een andere omgeving aanstuurt met behulp van een master-robot (b.v.

zien dat de minst nauwkeurige richting in lijn staat met de schouder. Voor alle vier de arm-

joystick). In haptische-tele-manipulatie worden de krachten die gemeten worden door de

houdingen, hebben we een model dat gewrichtsmomenten schaalt gefit op de overige drie arm

slave-robot terug gekoppeld naar de mens, waardoor deze zijn taak beter kan uitvoeren. Tot

houdingen. Dit model beschrijft de gevonden reproductie ellipsen met grote nauwkeurigheid.

nu toe word de menselijke krachtperceptie niet meegenomen bij het ontwerpen van haptische

Dit hoofdstuk laat zien dat de kracht reproductie fout afhangt van krachtsrichting en arm-

systemen, waarmee impliciet word aangenomen dat de menselijke krachtperceptie perfect is,

houding. Ons schalingsmodel dat de biomechanica van de arm gebruikt kan dit verklaren en

en ervoor zorgt dat de specificaties van de master en slave robots erg nauwkeurig moeten

wat erop wijst dat de eindpunt kracht reproductie fouten ontstaan op gewrichtsniveau.

zijn. Het doel van dit proefschrift is de belangrijkste factoren die de statische kracht perceptie
beïnvloeden te identificeren, het ontwikkelen van nieuwe meeteenheden en rekenkundige

Hoofdstuk vier bekijkt het effect van krachtsniveau op de kracht reproductie fout in het

modellen die deze invloeden kunnen kwantificeren en voorspellen.

horizontale vlak. Drie groepen proefpersonen hebben het kracht reproductie protocol
uitgevoerd in acht krachtsrichtingen, in twee arm-houdingen en op drie krachtsniveaus

Om dit doel te bereiken, hebben we statische kracht reproductie experimenten uitgevoerd,

(groep1: 10N; groep2: 40N; groep3: 70N). De resultaten laten zien dat de oriëntatie van de

waar aan proefpersonen werd gevraagd om actief een doelkracht en reproductiekracht te

reproductie ellipsen veranderd met arm houding, maar niet met krachtsniveau. Dit toont aan dat

genereren met dezelfde hand. In dit proefschrift hebben we de effecten van de verschillende

de oriëntatie van de arm de effecten van zowel krachtsrichting als krachtsniveau beïnvloedt.

factoren geanalyseerd met hetzelfde experimentele protocol. Proefpersonen werden gevraagd

Daarnaast laten de resultaten zien dat de effecten van krachtsniveau veranderen met

om series van twee opvolgende acties uit te voeren: oefen de op het scherm aangegeven

krachtsrichting, dat wil zeggen dat op hogere krachtsniveaus worden de fouten in de richting

kracht uit in de aangegeven grootte en richting (doelkrachtactie), oefen dezelfde krachtvector

van de schouder groter, terwijl ze in richting loodrecht daarop kleiner worden. We hebben de

in grootte en richting uit zonder visuele ondersteuning (reproductieactie). Het verschil tussen

effecten van krachtsniveau in het horizontale vlak meegenomen in het schalingsmodel door

de krachten die uitgeoefend zijn tijdens de doelkrachtactie en de reproductieactie noemen we

de schalingsparameters afhankelijk te maken van de gewrichtsmomenten. Hierdoor kunnen

de kracht reproductie fout.

we de reproductie fouten in het horizontale vlak tussen 10N en 70N nauwkeurig voorspellen.

In hoofdstuk twee analyseren we het effect van krachtsniveau op de kracht reproductie fout

In hoofdstuk vijf presenteren we een experimentele studie om te bepalen of de systematische

en op de positie reproductie fout in één vrijheidsgraad. Proefpersonen voerden het kracht

fouten veroorzaakt worden doordat we de verkeerde representatie van de kracht krijgen of dat

reproductie protocol uit op verschillende krachtsniveaus (10N – 160N, met stappen van 30N)

we de goede representatie verkeerd uitvoeren. In dit experiment hebben we de proefpersonen

tegen een vast handvat en het positie reproductie taak tegen een haptische manipulator die

gevraagd om de grootte van een kracht (5N en 15N) te reproduceren ofwel in dezelfde

constante krachten tegen de bewegingsrichting in leverde. Proefpersonen reproduceerde te

richting (referentie reproductie) ofwel in een 90°-tegen-de-klok-in-geroteerde richting (CCW

hoge krachten voor lage krachtsniveaus (<40N) en te lage krachten voor hoge krachtsniveaus

reproductie). We voorspelde dat wanneer de kracht reproductie fouten veroorzaakt worden

(>130N). Er was geen effect van krachtsniveau op de positie reproductie fout. Als de kracht

door een verkeerd uitgeoefende kracht, de proefpersonen de juiste representatie van de

reproductie fout veroorzaakt wordt door re-afferente terugkoppeling (door het centrale zenuw

kracht krijgen, maar deze verkeerd uitoefenen in de geroteerde richting. Dit resulteert dan in

stelsel voorspelde sensorische informatie veroorzaakt door zelf-gegenereerde krachten),

eenzelfde ellips als die voor de referentie reproducties gevonden is. Maar als de systematische

dan zou de kracht reproductiefout moeten verdwijnen wanneer zowel de doelkracht als de

fouten ontstaan door een verkeerde representatie van de kracht, dan voorspellen we dat

reproductiekracht zelf-gegenereerd zijn. In deze studie tonen we aan dat de kracht reproductie

de proefpersoon deze verkeerd representatie correct in de geroteerde richting reproduceert.

fout afhangt van krachtsniveau en laten we zien dat de fouten in krachtreproductie niet te

Dit resulteert dan in een 90°-geroteerde ellips. In onze resultaten vinden we geen rotatie

verklaren zijn door re-afferente terugkoppeling alleen.

voor de CCW reproductie ellips. Dit laat zien dat de representatie van de kracht goed is,
maar de systematische fouten veroorzaakt worden tijdens het uitvoeren van de kracht.

In hoofdstuk drie hebben we de effecten van de krachtrichting en de arm-houding op de

Deze resultaten laten ook zien dat het sensorimotor systeem niet probeert hetzelfde gevoel

kracht reproductie fout in het horizontale vlak onderzocht. Het kracht reproductie protocol

(sensorische informatie) of dezelfde motorische aanstuursignalen te gebruiken, maar een
interne representatie van de kracht maakt.
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In hoofdstuk zes bespreken we de gevonden resultaten uit de hoofdstukken en presenteren

Dankwoord

we drie overkoepelende conclusies: 1) Menselijke krachtperceptie omvat systematische
fouten; 2) De systematische fouten in kracht perceptie ontstaan op gewrichtsniveau en zijn

Een promotie traject is in mijn ogen meer dan goed onderzoek verrichten en dit publiceren. Het

voorspelbaar; 3) De systematische fouten ontstaan tijdens het uitoefenen van krachten. Met

is ook een persoonlijk leerproces, waar je geconfronteerd wordt met zowel je sterke kanten als

behulp van deze conclusies hebben we twee richtlijnen voor het ontwerpen van haptische

je minder sterke kanten. En ik heb veel geleerd de afgelopen vier jaar. En hoe meer ik aan het

systemen (H) en twee richtlijnen voor neurowetenschappen (N) opgesteld: H1) Neem

bedenken ben wie ik allemaal moet bedanken, besef ik mij wederom hoe gelukkig ik ben dat ik

de nauwkeurigheid van de menselijke krachtperceptie mee in het ontwerp proces om zo

zoveel mooie mensen in mijn leven heb. Nu weet ik dat ik niet iedereen persoonlijk in dit stukje

haptische apparaten betaalbaarder te maken; H2) Compenseer voor de systematische

zal bedanken, maar weet dat ik zeer dankbaar ben voor iedereen die de afgelopen jaren in

fouten in de menselijke krachtperceptie; N1) De fouten die gemaakt worden in verschillende

meer of mindere mate een bijdrage heeft geleverd aan dit proefschrift of aan mij als persoon.

modaliteiten ontstaan in verschillende referentie kaders; N2) Het centrale zenuwstelsel
vergelijkt niet zomaar de sensorische informatie of de aanstuursignalen voor de spieren om
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mijn onderzoek beter geworden, maar ben ik als onderzoeker erg veel gegroeid. Daarnaast
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